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HANDLING MATERIALS BY BUCKET CARRIERS

THE “ONE-PIECE” SYSTEM FOR ELEVATING AND CONVEYING—TYPES, CAPACI
TIES, ECONOMIC SPEEDS, HORSE-POWERS—ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES*

By REGINALD TRAUTSCHOLD, M.E.,
Consulting Engineer, New York City.

that is possible without greatly complicating the equip
ment—that is, only one discharge point without shifting 
the discharging, bucket tipping, device. The annoyance 
and inconvenience of frequently shifting the discharging 
device may be somewhat reduced by the installation of 
systems of distributing chutes, etc. The pivoted bucket 
construction also complicates the loading of the carriers 
to some extent, as they are nearly invariably loaded on a 
horizontal stretch of carrier, in order to avoid the neces
sity and complication of a receiving receptacle similar to 
an elevator boot employed for bucket elevators. The 
carrier’s buckets must then be proportioned so that, on 
horizontal stretches, there may be no gaps between 
buckets—only possible when the buckets are provided 
with lips that extend from one bucket over the edge of 
the succeeding bucket—or else the bucket carrier must be 
provided with a reciprocating feeder that delivers load to 
the carrier only when the succeeding buckets are each in 
the proper position for receiving their load. Rigid bucket 
carriers, on the other hand, may be loaded as steadily 
and uniformly as a flight conveyer.

The construction of bucket carriers permits them to 
in almost any conceivable path provided the buckets

far dis-LL conveying and elevating apparatus so 
/- \ cussed has had one and the same limitation, that 
' is, each particular type of equipment, has been 

destined for practically but one operation, eit er 
at of conveying in a more or less horizontal plane or 

® Se elevating more or less vertically. From a puie y 
C°n°mic standpoint such limitation is actually an 

t antage, for the use of a separate and distinct equipment 
1 each main operation is frequently advisable, particu- 
arly in installations where the various operations of con- 
.eMng and elevating must of necessity be continuous.

reakdown in an elevator or conveyer would then not 
„L^Ssarily mean a shutdown, for some temporary inake- 
s 1 *" possibly manual handling of the load could be re . 
v to for carrying past the damaged conveyer oi e e- 
0ri?r and the balance of the operations performer as 
on lnaf‘ly- However, one apparatus for performing both 

e'ations of elevating and conveying has the advantage 
s_lmplicity and, though a breakdown anywhere in such 

ofa>Pment must necessarily mean a complete shutdown 
m entire conveying and elevating system while repan s 

in made, this more flexible outfit is frequently installed 
ten*)rf.*ercncc to the more reliable but more complex sys 
by -S *n which the various main operations are performe 
qu ln^'v*dual apparatus. The “one-piece”. system 1C 
f,, ., y Possesses the advantage of lower initial cost, an 
eitl er’ the advantage that material may be carne m 
necp -clirection- For elevating, the “one-piece’.’ system 
tJ)0„Ssltates a succession of buckets, somewhat similar o 
mUse of the bucket elevator, and the conveying operations 
aPni necessarily be performed by the same buckets. I he 
both ratUs is commonly designated as a “bucket carnei, 
sue- t0 distinguish it from a bucket elevator and because 
rnatc Shipment can be, and is sometimes, used to cain 

r'ai only in a horizontal plane or in an inclined p ane.

ad-

for

run
always lie in the same vertical plane. That is, the eleva
tion of the bucket carrier path may be rectangular, a 
series of steps with the return run of buckets in a series 
of descending steps or, as is more common, with the 
buckets brought down vertically from the end of the 
carrier travel in the first general direction to the plane of 
the loading point and thence in a more or less horizontal 
path to the point where the general direction of advance 
is upward, etc., etc. Bucket carriers traveling in 
rectangular paths are the more common and are also 
the more convenient in that one load can be elevated and 
then carried horizontally to the desired discharge point 
while a second load can be carried over the lower hori
zontal run, elevated and discharged where desired. This

housesof l ^Ossification and Construction.—Two distinct types 
V-’- carriers are in general use—those in which the 
chain are rigidly attached to the endless carrying 
do that on horizontal stretches the buckets act as
a tr0C , 8hts of flight conveyers and drag the load along 
fr0rn i and those in which the buckets are suspended
right . drying chains so that they maintain an up-
Fhe .Position in whatever plane they may be advancing. 
bUckef ter type of bucket carriers, those with pivoted 
^ticket’ reqnire discharging devices which tip the 
fied n . So that their load may be discharged at a speci- 
PivoC^- This limits the distributing capability of the 

Packet carrier, for but one discharge point is ai

type of carrier is frequently * installed in power 
where coal is elevated and discharged to coal bunkers by 
the forward run of buckets and the return run of buckets 
is employed to carry the ashes from under the grates and 
discharge to an elevated ash bin from which they may 
be subsequently removed by other means.

Bucket carriers can, of course, be equipped with 
buckets of almost any conceivable size and shape, but 
practice has standardized a rectangular shape with a

*Xbis article is the fifth of a series written for The Canadian
the mechanical handling ofEngineer by Mr. Trautschold

materials.
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that consumes quite appreciable power. Other tha 
this special feature of the pivoted bucket carrier, . is 
distinct operations consume power whether the car 
of the rigid bucket or pivoted bucket construction • 
the running of the apparatus itself, which dePel™S Ztbe 
the total weight of the moving parts the weig 
endless chains, the buckets and the attachments 
the carrying of the load horizontally ; and 3rd, me v 
tion of elevating the load. Although load may e c . je 
in two general directions by a bucket carrier, sue 
transfer of load is seldom, if ever, accomplished 
same time, so that it is customary to figure an all ^ 
of power for conveying in one direction only. t;cal
vating operations consume only about the t ts
power required for the load, as the descen ing ^ege 
and chains compensate for the work of raising are 
parts and the friction and other unavoidable losse. 
almost independent of the height of lift, so arc 
for in the power provisions for horizontal trave 0f
Standardization of equipment permits the. exPre 0f 
the weight of the moving parts of the earner m W 
its carrying capacity in tons per hour, for the )<ets
hence the weight of the chains, attachments and ,e
vary very closely with the load that the carrier is cap ^ 
of handling. In the derivation of Formulae - - actual 
XXII-a, the value of all constants are based mic
results obtained in a number of successful and e 
installations of such equipment and. though ti than 
given by such formulae may be somewhat hig 
the claims advanced by certain manufacturers o 
carriers, dependence upon the use of formulae give
ing horsepower requirements of bucket carriers tn^ 
smaller results is inadvisable, for so many sUch
really effect the question of power consumption 
equipment that no theoretical equation can t> 

that will fit all cases.

depth about equal to the width. Such buckets are refer
red to in terms of length and width of bucket, so that 
the carrying capacity of any standard bucket carrier, 
loaded with any given material, is dependent upon 
spacing of the buckets and the speed at which the carrier 
is run. Table XI. gives the average carrying capacity 
of certain common sizes of bucket carriers (length o 
bucket times in width) when handling material weighing 
100 pounds per cubic foot at a carrier speed of 50 feet 
per minute. At equal spacing of buckets, the carrying 
capacity of bucket carriers handling other material at 
other speeds is directly proportional to both weight of 
material carried and speed of carrier. These definite re
lations and the fact that all standard buckets are similarly 
proportioned, permits the expression of the carrying ca
pacity of any standard bucket carrier in the form oi a 
convenient equation. (See Formula XXL).

the

1

XI.__Capacity of Bucket Carriers in Tons Per
Material Weighing 100 Pounds Per 

Carrier Speed, 50 Feet Per 
Minute.

Table
Hour.

Cubic Foot.

SpacedBucket
length x width 
12 in. x 12 in. 
16 in. x 12 in. 
16 in. x 15 in. 
18 in. x 15 in. 
20 in. x 15 in. 
24 in. x 15 in. 
20 in. x 20 in. 
24 in. x 20 in. 
30 in. x 20 in. 
36 in. x 20 in. 
30 in. x 24 in. 
36 in. x 24 in.

36 in. 
12.84 
17.12 
26.80 
30.07 
33.45 
39.60 
59.30 
70.40 
89.10 

106.70 
124.60 
153.72

30 in. 
15.41 
20.55 
32.15 
36.10 
41.90 
48.00 
71.00 
85.40 

106.70 
128.00

24 In. 
19.36 
25.68 
40.20
45.10 
52.40
60.10 
88 80 

106.70

18 in. 
25.76 
34.24 
53.60 
60.15

0.00535 x w2 x 1 x w'
Capacity : W = XXI.FormulaS"
Where :

W = Capacity in tons per 
w = Width of bucket in inches.

1 = Length of bucket in inches, 
w' = Weight of material handled in lbs. per 
S" = Spacing of buckets in inches.

Though the average speed of a 
about 50 feet per minute, all materials 
economically carried at that speed, 
permit considerably higher speeds, 
handled more slowly, or excessive breakage, etc., is apt 
to occur. Table XII. gives speeds that have been found 
to be economic for certain of the common materials 
usually handled by such equipment. These speeds are by 
no means fixed, however, and considerable variation is 
permissible and not infrequently advisable. In fact 
authorities recommend quite different speeds for some oi 
the materials mentioned in Table XII. However, the 
data of this table has been collected from numerous ef
ficient installations of bucket carriers and may safely be 
used as a basis of operation.

hour. Horsepower :—
W = Weight of load handled in tons per hour. in °°e
L = Length (total) of horizontal stretches of v

general direction in feet. . , , e1ev
H = Height (total) or distance through which load

V = Velocity (speed) of Carrier in feet per minute.
Wc = Weight of moving parts of Carrier in lbs. per

- 0.608 W—Carriers with rigid buckets.
— 0.756 W—Carriers with pivoted buckets.

W' = Weight of load handled in lbs. per minute.
= 33 W 

W' 33 W

cu. ft. ated

bucket carrier is 
are not most 

Certain materials 
while others must be

foot.

fod*'minute per= weight of load handled in lbs. per 

f. - Speed factor -
VV

some

empty carrier:—
Carriers with rigid buckets.

Total weight of moving parts = 2 ( H + Jcmioute. jg 
Average velocity of pâmer (V) - 50 feet P 50 )Z, 
2(H + L)WcxVxf, 2(H + L) x 0.608jv_^__/^

Horsepower required to run

XII.—Economic Speeds of Bucket Carriers for 
Various. Materials.

Table HP = 3300033000 
33 (H + L)WAdvisable Speed 

.. .40 feet per minute 

...50 feet per minute 

...60 feet per minute 
70 feet per minute 

...80 feet per minute

M aterial
Coke................................... ..............
Broken Stone (coarse); Lump Coal—R.M. 
Ashes, Lime and Cement ...........
Ore, Crushed Stone, Sand and Gravel ... 
Fine Coal.............................................................

100,000
Carriers with pivoted buckets.

= 2(H 4 L)WC . ute. 
50 feet per ?’AV q.3& 

2(H '+ L) x 0.756 W x

Total weight of moving parts 
Average velocity of Carrier (V) = 
2(H + L)We x V x f*

50*
The consumptidn of power by the rigid bucket and 

by the pivoted bucket types of bucket carriers naturally 
differs considerably, but the difference is somewhat 
equalized by the fact that the pivoted bucket type is 
nearly invariably furnished with a reciprocating feeder

HP = 3300033000 
8(H 4- L)W

100000



upon their size and hence not varying greatly compara- 
lively) allows the expression of cost of equipment in 
terms of tonnage handled (capacity) suitable for use when 
considering the factors that enter into the net operating 
L An error enters the initial cost of equipment ascost.

IOO 125 ISO / 7a
Tons per hour 

RECIPROCATING, REEDER CHART

MOO m MS eso

Tons per hour

;

8
!

*
>0.1

%
~WCAM <*? T.ELEVAT IN

per'G
4Tons per hour. JOO

3 to
2 IS 8r.r;

st average bucket carrier is now pretty vve
|ç n^r<üzed as to cost as well as in design, so that un 
Di;S '^e buckets are of abnormal proportions or very com 

cated in design and the carrier chains are efficien y 
c0^°mical such a close relationship exists between the 
ana '■be component parts of such a system and its size 
C] ength that an equation may be derived that wi
As f6 y aPProximate the cost of any ordinary insta at ion. 
fail ?r as cost is concerned, the component parts natura y 
Pe Jnt° four general groups : ist, the chains which de- 
Wei!,^011 the total length of the bucket carrier and me 

1 the load to be carried ; 2nd, the buckets an 
thP C lrnents which also depend upon the total lengt o 
§atpCarrier and the weight of the load ; 3rd, the trough, 
diSou.’ et;c-> for carriers with rigid buckets, or the iais, 
bnciarSing devices, etc., for carriers with Pn° ® 
ana fi S’ aP of which depend upon the size of the. uc e 
and , horizontal travel of the carrier in one direction, 
the fh’ the sprockets, drive, etc., which depend upo 
be „ !Z,e °f the buckets, or size of carrier to whic 1 
Car,.: ed the cost of the reciprocating feeder for uc 
in c’eris with pivoted buckets, which latter varies directly 
and |S with the square root of the product of t e wi 
be Ca n.8th of the buckets. As the weight of tic oa 
sPacinried. depends upon the size of the buckets and their 
tainir, '*■ is possible to derive an equation for 
variaif lhe approximate cost of any system in w ic 
" r Je factors are those of total length of bucket c ' 
Sncc lze of bucket and weight of material to be innc e 
Xx,Iran equation follows as Formulai XXIII- and 
Üve/"'a, the results attained from the use of winch win 

c*ose approximations of the cost of any 
an a,,rd type of bucket carrier equipment, including
'nStal’atioanCe sufficient to cover the COSt °f 3 SimP

rie

,ni'tial
c C°Sti-

M Cyst of Bucket Carrier equipment in dollars.
H VVzr buckets in square inches = width X le 
L dotal) to which load is elevated '" feet.

Hor>zontal travel (total) of buckets in one direction m

S = Spacing of buckets in inches.
w' = Weight of material to be handled in lbs. per cubic foot.

Carriers with rigid buckets.
0.024 wl(H + L)

x w'Average cost of chains...
S

0.026 wl(H + L)
x w'buckets .... s

Average cost of trough, gates, etc. 0.005 wl L 
15.25 Cwi

x w'+ 0.005 wl L + 15.25 Vwl
Formula XXIII.

sprockets, drive, etc
0.05 wl(H + L)

C = s
Carriers wiih pivoted buckets.

0.025 wl(H + L)
Average cost of chains - x w'

S
0.045 wl(H + L)
------------------------ x w 'buckets

rails, discharging device, etc. 0.05 V wl L
sprockets, drive, etc. ..............15.25 ifwi

0.75 VwT

x w'+ 0.05 V wl L + 16 V wl
Formula XXIII-a.

The close relationship that exists between the carry
ing capacity of a bucket carrier and the size of its 
buckets (spacing of buckets depending almost entirely

s

reciprocating feeder
0.07 wl(H + L)

C =
S

BUCKET CARRIERS.
Horsepower required for Carriers continuously ana unifornh, ioaard.

Notes:- To ascertain total horsepower required, ad et product 0/ Conoayinq Chart read.ny 
total horizontal trace! 0/ Carrier in one direction in feet and product of cleuatmy Chert re au 
mq by total lift of Cerner in feet If "Reciprocatiriq Reeder' is employed, add ho 
obtained from Reciprocating Reeder Chart horsepower rcaihnqs increase u/ttA

Tons per hour.

ton nr pit.

Horsepower required for handling load on horizontal 
travel :—

Carriers with rigid buckets. 
33 W x 0.70 x L 70 WLW'x fl x V x LHP =

100,00033000 x V

Carriers with pivoted buckets. 
W-x f, x V x L

33000

20 WL33 W x 0.20 x LHP =
100,00033000 x V

Horsepower required for elevating load :

All types of Bucket Carriers. 
33 W x H x V

33000

100 WHHP =
33000 x V 100,000

Horsepower required for Reciprocating Feeder :

Carriers with pivoted buckets only.
9 W

(from experiment).HP =

f°tal horse
100

power required :—
Carriers with rigid buckets. 

(103 L + 133 H)WHP =
Formula XXII.100000

Carriers with pivoted buckets 
Up _ (28 L + 108 H)W 9 W 

=---------------------- --- -----
Formula XXII-a100000 100
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Carriers with pivoted buckets.because the initial cost of anascertained by such means, _ .
equipment for handling material of any given weight 
does not really vary directly with the weight, although it 
does increase somewhat as the weight of the material to 
be handled increases, but this error is greatly discounted 
by the comparatively small proportions of the initial cost 
of equipment that actually enters into the question of net 
operating cost, being in fact only the fixed charges re
presented by interest on investment, taxes insurance, 
etc. Depreciation, on the other hand, usually increases 
more rapidly than the increase in initial cost apparen 
when handling heavier materials, so that, being figure 
as a percentage of the initial cost, the inaccuracy of 
figuring a fixed rate of depreciation is compensated fo 
by undulv high initial cost upon which it is figured 

entering into net operating cost are, ot 
directly dependent upon the tonnage handled, so 

that is due to the high initial 
the carrier is

0.2520 W(H + L 
0.4504 W(H + L) 
0.0180 WL

Average cost of chain ..
buckets
rails, etc. ... ._____ .
sprockets, drive, etc. . .5.5 W 
reciprocating feeder ... .0.25 W 

Total average cost = 0.7024 W(H + L) + 0.018 WL + 
Fixed charges :—
Interest____ 6% total cost
Insurance.. 1%
Taxes .... 2%—cost 
Depreciation, renewals, repairs, etc. :

Depreciation on chains............................
buckets.......................

5.75 W

0.0153 WL
= 0.05970 W(H + L).+ 

+ 0.4888 W

I0.0315 W(H + L) 
0.06756 W(H x W

rails, etc. .......................... ».. .0.002 WL
sprockets, drive, etc.......... 0.55 W
reciprocating feeder ... .0.032 W 

Depreciation account—0.0099 W(H + L) X 0.0002 WL +
0.058 W

0.0022 WL
Total depreciation (summation) = 0.10896 W(H + L) +

Yearly burden = 0.16866 W(H + L) + 0.017o WL +
N = Number of hours (total) Carrier is in use per year. 
p„ = Price (cost) of a horsepower per hour.

Cost of power .............(0.00028 L + 0.00108 H)WNPc +
attendance .. (0.0000145 L + 0.000075 H) WN 
supplies, etc..(0.0000455 L + 0.000045 H)WN 

Burden depending upon use of Carrier
= (0.00028 L + 0.00108 H)WNPC + 0.009 WNP0 +

+ 0.00012H) WN
1686604 + L) + 1750 L + (28LPc + 108HPC + 6L + 12H1N+11288

Power costs
1.1288 Wcourse,

that no error is apparent
“p'abï l“S -he .ha. appears

« -k i" *%&£££ olTShp
operating cost. Hence, Formulae XXIV. and XXIV.-a, 

. expressing the net operating cost of handling a ton o 
material over any bucket carrier system, may be con
sidered conservatively accurate. More accurate resu

unattainable without most careful and compli- 
systematic and painstaking

0.009 wnp=

(0.00008 k

0+900NP

which is but a

N.O-C- = 100,000 N Formula XXlWa-

would be
than ' is'practicc'd 1 n Iny Tndsutrial undertaking or power 

house—so that the use of Formulae XXIV. and XXIV.-a 
should prove of considerable value to the present operator 
of such a system of mechanical material handling as wel 
as aiding his or others in forming an opinion as to the 
advisability of any contemplated bucket carrier installa
tion, such formulae giving the true economic value o 
the layout.

Examples :—
1. Conditions :— ,

Bucket Carrier—Rigid Buckets—Rectangular 1 am
Horizontal travel of load (total) ............I.D. = L - i
Load elevated (total) .......................................... - _
Service 2400 hours per year........................  - N
Cost of power $0.02 per horsepower hour = Pc 

2372000 + 1539 x 2400 + 107250 of= $0.02572 per Wn 
material handN.O.C. =

100,000 x 2400
2. Conditions :— that service is for butSame as Example 1 except 

1200 hours per year.
2372000 + 1539 x 1200 + 107250Net Operating Cost (N.O.C.) :—

W = Weight of load handled in tons per hour.
L = Length (total) of horizontal travel of Carrier in one general

direction in feet. ..................... ,
H = Height (total) or distance through which load is elevated

in feet.

of= $0.03605 per ^
material handle»N.O.C. =

100,000 x 1200

3. Conditions :— „ , p,th
Bucket Carrier—Pivoted Buckets—Rectangular^ rs*

Horizontal travel of load (total).................. ID — L —^ q"
Load elevated (total) ................................................. = *1 "
Service :—2400 hours per year............................ = N
Cost of power $0.02 per horsepower hour = Pc 

2704900 + 1364 x 2400 + 112880 + 43200 

100,000 x 2400

Carriers with rigid buckets.
0.2420 W(H + L)

buckets.......................................................... + L)
trough, gates, etc................................... L'
sprockets, drive, etc. .......................5.5 W

0.5041 W(H + L) + 0.03 WL + 5.5 W

Average cost of chain of matefi,‘
= $0.02556 per ton 

handled

that service is for Lut

N.O.C. =

4. Conditions :—
Total average cost = Same as Example 3 except 

1200 hours per year.
2704900 + 1364 x 1200 + 112880 + 43200

,-U-lFixed charges :—
Interest .. 6% total cost
Insurance.. 1%
Taxes ____ 2%—cost

Depreciation, renewals, repairs, etc. :—
Depreciation on chains............................

buckets ............. ...
trough, gates, etc............ 0.01 WL
sprockets, drive, etc. . .0.55 W

• Depreciation account—0.00827 W(H + L) + 0.001 WL + 0.055 W 

Total depreciation (summation) = 0.09094^W(H + L) + 0.011 WL

mat*ton of} = 0.04286 W(H + L) + 0.0255 WL 
+ 0.4675 W

= $0.03748 per 
handledN.O.C. =

100,000 x 1200

The examples cited are based on. conditio ^ jp- 
quently found in actual practice, and bring ou ^ gi 
teresting and important fact's : F irst, that the . ,erable 
service of a bucket carrier installation have conS attd 
effect upon the net operating cost of the sys*c ’effect 
second, that the hours of service bear a greate^ upon 
upon bucket carriers with pivoted buckets t ^ tbc 
those in which the buckets are rigidly attached 
chains and must therefore scrape the load over 0 
stretches. The first of these facts is because 
depending upon the cost of power are relative y ^eS' 
compared with the other factors entering into t ^ je- 
tion of net operating cost. The items chargea c vary 
predation are by far the most important, and 1 ie^ 0niy 
little, whether the carrier is in use continually L1/' 
half time, for the wear and tear on a well cared 
rier that is in continual use is little, if any, grea

0.03025 W(H + L) 
0.05242 W(H + L)

T Yearly Burden = 0.13380 W(H + L) + 0.0365 WL + 1.0725 W 

N = Number of hours (total) Carrier is in use per year.
P = Price (cost) of a horsepower per hour.

Cost of nower .............(0.00103 L + 0.00133 H)WNP„
attendance .. .(0.0000145 L + 0.000075 H)WN 
supplies.......... (0.0000455 L + 0.000045 H)WN

of Carrier :—

the lte‘<

sh13

TO 04 "V tfl

B=rd(0n00103nL +gOUO0Î33SH)WNPC + (0.00006 L + 0.00012 H)WN
13380(H + L) + 3650 L + (103 LPc + 133 HPc + 6L 4 12H)N + 107250

N.O.C. — 100.000 N
Formula XXIV.



tile general depreciation that is bound to occur in jm 
e<)uipmenü allowed to remain idle half the time. The
second fact is due the cost of necessary power to operate 
| e system being even relatively smaller in the case of 

e more refined bucket carrier than in the case of car- 
fler with buckets rigidly attached to the chains, making 

even more imperative to use the carrier with pivoted 
tickets continually if the greatest benefits are to be at
oned. A comparison of the net operating cost of a 
ucket carrier with the net operating cost of a combined 

system of bucket elevator and any other conveyer so far 
•scussed shows that the advantages of the more flexible 

system is rather a matter of convenience than economy.
costs more to operate a bucket carrier over a given 

ath than it would to operate a combination of bucket 
evator for the lifting operation and any conveyer, even 

i/16 as relatively uneconomical as a flight conveyer, for 
tQe horizontal carry of the load. This is due, of course, 
0 the much greater power requirements of the empty 

ta*i Ct. carr'er than is required for the similar work en- 
I *n running both the elevator and conveyer without 
v„a " -Nevertheless, bucket carriers do possess the ad- 

ntage 0f simplicity and, though somewhat more ex- 
cel?S1Ve to operate than more complex systems, are ex- 
; eflt f°r many installations where the cost of operation 
a: 0 iess importance than convenience. Their greatest 
Uni vantage is that a breakdown means a shutdown 
n,ess every possible provision is made to provide other 

pajans °f ha dliner n rt of the load while necessary re
are in

lMpORTANT

^ fhe construction of a new sewerage system, or of 
new sewers, one of the problems which first arises 
ls the question, shall the sewers be built on the 

both?mbined or on the separate system, or part y on 
ca ' f he question often cannot be answered wit ou 
tner u study, as consideration has to be given to nu 
are "s factors. Two factors of the greatest impor anc 
a Da 6 gestions of cost and of sewage disposal. n 
\ty:i Presented on October yth to the convention a 
liston, Del., of the American Society of Municipal 
arid OVe.ments, Mr. John H. Gregory, consulting engineer
NevvS^nitary expert, of the firm of Hering & Gregory, 
as w n °rk City, discusses some phases of the su jec , 
to tL 11 as some of the relations which the sewers bear 

® Problem of sewage disposal, as follows.
St0rrl S a general proposition, where both sewage an 
chan^ ^ater are to be removed in artificially constructed
build;,6 S’ h is probably safe to say that the cos o 
and a combined system, in which both the sewag 
sPokP °rrn water flow in the same channel, genera y 
^huci;1 as a combined sewer, is less than that o co 
in 0 a seParate system, in which the sewage o 
and Set of pipes, frequently called sanitary sewers, 
drains C Zto.rm water in another set, called storm wa 
Served • ^bis is especially true where the territory 0 
are air/8 rnore °r less closely built up and the s ree 

n, Cady surfaced or paved. ,
^nt l1rx the other hand, in suburban territory, not close) 
?ad Wh 3nd not likely to be so built up in the near future, 
lr>to n ^re fbe storm water is easily and quickly ive 
^eherai Ura* watercourses, the separate system wi 
aeed on/ °St *ess> f°r the reason that the sanitary se 
^ater î'y.be built at first, the construction of the stor 

ra,ns being deferred for a period of years, or on y

UtiE DESIGN OFFACTORS IN 
SEWERAGE SYSTEMS.

1

Onbuil

such drains built as are immediately required. The cost of 
building a combined system in such a territory might 
easily be so great as to be actually prohibitive, whereas, 
the construction of the sanitary sewers of a separate sys
tem, as just outlined, could be carried out and would 
serve all requirements for a considerable period of time.

Topography an Important Consideration.—With 
steep grades and relatively high velocities in the sewers, 
it might prove more advisable, on account of the relatively 
small additional cost, to build combined rather than 
separate sewers, although the character of the develop
ment of the territory might hardly be such as to require 
the removal of the storm water by this means.

In narrow streets and in congested districts combined 
sewers have one advantage in that only one sewer is re
quired, thereby reducing to a minimum the amount of 
sub-surface obstructions. True, the combined sewer 
will be slightly larger than the corresponding storm 
water drain which would be required, but the in
crease in size of the latter is generally so small as 
to be of little importance. With the separate system, 
however, two pipes are required, and sometimes three, 
when a sanitary sewer is laid on each side of the storm 
water drain, this condition being forced when the storm 
water drain has to be built so close to the surface of the 
street as to prevent the carrying of house connections 
over it.

Again, with the combined system, but one house 
connection is needed, whereas with the separate system, 
especially in closely built-up districts with paved yards 
and areas, two are required, one for the removal of the 
sewage and the other for the removal of the storm water 
from roofs, paved areas and other impervious surfaces. 
The practice of discharging storm water across the side
walks to the gutters is not one to be recommended. The 
storm water is, however, sometimes removed by pipes laid 
just below the surface of the sidewalk and discharging at 
the gutter. Such pipes frequently give trouble, and often 
would not be low enough to drain paved areas adjacent 
to or in the rear of buildings. Two house connections, of 
course, cost more than one, but not necessarily twice as 
much as one.

With a combined sewer laid in the middle of the 
street, as is generally the case, the cost of the house con
nections to the abutting property owners on each side of 
the street is equalized. With a separate system the cost 
of the house connections may be greater to the property 
owners on one side of the street than on the other, unless 
the sanitary sewer and storm water drain are equally 
distant from the centre of the street. If the connections 
to the curb or property line are put in at the expense of 
the municipality the cost to the abutting property owners 

whole is as nearly equalized as possible.
Combined sewers are generally laid on flatter grades 

than separate sewers and may increase the area which 
can be served without pumping. They may even eliminate 
pumping entirely. It sometimes happens that combined 
sewers can be advantageously adopted for a part of the 
system and separate sewers for the remainder. The 
writer has in mind one of the large cities in the east 
where no pumping is required and in which three-quarters 
of the city is sewered on the separate system and one- 
nuarter on the combined system. The section of the city 
sewered on the combined system was too low to be 
sewered on the separate system without, pumping and it 
was in order to avoid pumping that this section of the 
city was sewered on the combined system.

as a
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storm water is to be intercepted. If only the dry .
flow is to be intercepted, then the volume to be ^ 
at the treatment works would, in general, be subs a g 
the same from the combined system as from the sep

Higher velocities are required in combined sewers, in 
order to prevent the deposition of grit. Velocities which 
would be permissible in sanitary sewers would not give 
satisfactory results in combined sewers. Deposits would 
be likely to accumulate, especially if a great variation 
existed between the minimum rate of dry weather flow and 
the maximum rate of storm flow. When deposits occur 
in combined sewers organic matter is likely to be held 
back and settle out or become stranded. If putrefaction 
of this organic matter takes place before it is washed 

malodorous conditions arise. With a long-continued
cause the sew-

system.
One fundamental difference between the two sys . 

however, exists. With the separate system no raw. 
age escapes to the streams or watercourses, whi e W1 g(j 
combined system raw sewage must at times be dlS^ jry 
into them. If it is planned to intercept only t«e ^ 
weather flow, then, during storms, just as soon a 
flow in the combined sewers exceeds the maximum ^ 
of dry weather flow the surplus flow, over and -t 
that which can be intercepted, escapes, with t ie 
that a mixture of sewage and storm water must rea

!

rateaway
very low dry weather flow deposits may 
age to be ponded with the result that the sewage may 
become stale, or possibly septic, a condition which should 

be avoided, independent of whether theby all means 
sewage is to be treated or not.

The Disposal of the Sewage.—If the sewage is to be 
discharged into a body of water without any treatment 
whatsoever, a condition less and less likely to arise ln * e 
future, combined sewers would frequently offer the 
•simplest and cheapest solution of the problem. If, how
ever, the sewage is to be treated, separate sewers have 
certain advantages. In order to limit somewhat the scope 
of the paper it will be assumed that the sewage must re
ceive some treatment before final discharge and that the 
treatment will be at one point. Further, that ample op-

of storm water

streams. com-It is true that the overflow of raw sewage from g 
bined sewers into the streams ordinarily would takeJ ^ 
only during periods of storm, but even the occasion 
charge of raw unscreened sewage into a stream ia a ^ 
tion which must be carefully considered. It might u ^ 
case, and probably often would be the case, t ia 
as the temporary reduction of dissolved oxgyen 
stream is concerned no harm would be done, but tj,e 
particles of paper and faecal matter are offensive ^ 
sight. If, however, the stream into which the ov 
of sewage would take place is sluggish and with u 0f 
velocity it may easily be that the continued °ve lat;0n 
sewage into it, from time to time, with the accurn 
of sludge deposits on the bottom, would lead to o
conditions. nsider'

Consideration for the Community.—While con ^ 
ing the question of the overflow of raw sewage ^ 
bined sewers one point of view of the public s 0f
be overlooked. In general, the public knows bu jped 
the difference between the separate and the co 
system. They know that sewers are needed, 1 ^ 0f, 
sewage must be treated before being finally disp° ^eif 
and that a disposal works must therefore be bui • ^ be
natural inference is then that all of the sewage 
treated at all times. If the separate system is a 0n 
well and good. But if, instead, the sewers are ^e,
the combined system and the public sees raw -■ to 
even if dilute, discharged into the streams ir°m stat«
time will they be satisfied? And again, will to ^ 
authorities be satisfied? The question is one, asj 
dollars and cents, which should and must receive 
careful consideration.

portunity is afforded for the discharge 
without having to carry it any great distance.

It is thereforeSewage treatment works cost money, 
desirable to keep them as small as possible, and in order 
to do this the volume of liquid to be handled must be 
kept at a minimum. Rarely, if ever, would it be the case 

water would have to be treated ;that all of the storm
in this discussion the question of treating other 

the first wash of the streets, in addition to the 
will not be considered.

hence
than
sewage,

With a separate system the volume to be handled at 
the treatment works is the total sewage flow in the sani
tary sewers. The liquid is made up of house sewage, 
ground water leakage and trade wastes. The flow, may, 
however, be increased in times of storm by taking in the 
first wash of the streets from the storm water drains,

desirable to treat theshould it be found necessary or 
first wash.

With a combined system, under dry weather condi
tions, the volume to be handled ordinarily is what is com
monly spoken of as the dry weather flow, and is also 
made up of house sewage, ground water leakage and 

In times of storm, however, the flow in 
the combined sewers is increased by the storm water from 
the streets. The liquid then consists of a mixture of 
house sewage, ground water leakage, trade wastes and

the
With a combined system, in order to re “^uld 

number of times during the year that raw sewage 
overflow, it might be planned to intercept som6^ ^ect 
water as well as the dry weather flow. One w0rff
which this would have on the sewage treatmen ^gif 
would be to increase their size, and consequen ^ flie 
cost, over and above that which would be requit"6 
separate system had been adopted.

If it is found desirable or necessary to 
the first wash from the streets the separate ^ 

is more advantageous than the combined syst< 
its adoption no overflow of raw sewage to the old? 
will take place. The storm water drains reed ^ fce 
storm water and the first wash from the streets^^e ^ 
intercepted in the storm water drains and . “lS ceptif^ 
either into the sanitary sewers, or into the ",nte*y jn tb® 

the treatment works. As the fl° ^°£{>
above that intercepted, overflows to the streams 
ries no sewage with it.

trade wastes.

storm water.
The effect of the storm water in combined sewers is 

two-fold—it not only increases the volume of liquid flow
ing but it changes its character. The first wash from the 
streets is often" exceedingly foul and may increase the 
organic content of the liquid flowing in the sewers, giving 
what may be called a stronger sewage. As more and 

water enters the sewers the storm water be- 
cleaner and cleaner, and with the greatly increased

d
intercept »

treat

more storm
comes ....
flow in the sewers the organic content of the liquid is de
creased, resulting in what may be called a weak or

sewer leading to 
storm water drains increases, the surplus water,

dilute sewage.
The volume of liquid to be handled at the treatment 

works from a combined system depends on whether only 
the dry weather flow or the dry weather flow plus some



Ihe separate system, under certain conditions, offers 
Skater flexibility in the disposal of trade wastes than 
°es the combined system, unless the first wash of the 

streets is to be intercepted and treated. Some trade 
Wastes are offensive and if discharged into the sewers in 
Su°h a condition must be treated. On the other hand, 
Some trade wastes are inoffensive and can be discharged 
lrect into the streams without causing any nuisance or

trouble.
With the separate system the offensive trade wastes 

Ca" be discharged into the sanitary sewers and the m- 
? ensive wastes into the storm water drains. The o- 
ensive trade wastes only would then be carried to the 
reatment works. With the combined system all of the 
rade wastes, the inoffensive as well as the offensive ones, 
°u*d have to be intercepted and carried to the treatment 
°rks, with the result that t! treatment works would 
ave *-o be somewhat larger in ze, and hence would cost
0re than would be the case if the separate system a 

been adopted.
eh ^*th a community which is largely residentia m 
Ü ^racter> the volume of trade wastes would affect but very 

e the total sewage flow. With a manufacturing com 
bnity, however, the trade waste might amount to quite 
ar§C percentage of the total flow and in extreme cases 

.equal in volume the house sewage. Under sue 
a n 'rions it is evident that, if any considerable percen 
Wrf 7 rhe trade wastes is inoffensive, separate sewers 
t, u d be of decided advantage, as they would pernn o 
st* '"offensive wastes being discharged direct mto the 
cl rm Water drains, the offensive wastes only being 1 " 
theF^ed *nto the sanitary sewers and by them carne 

treatment works.
g-p ^'th a combined system automatic regulators 
se_ era,Iy used on the connections between the com in 

c"s and the intercepting sewer to limit the amoun 
Witi r°m rho combined sewers to the intercepting sti^e 
qu: 1 a separate system automatic regulators are no 
cen,Cd ,unless the first wash from the streets is m 
sexVp '" rbe storm water drains. Automatic devices 
sip- r®’ as a general proposition, no matter how we 

’ are to be avoided wherever possible, 
sew The Removal of Grit.—The presence of grit at a 
ann<!^e dlsPosal works is generally more or less <> a 
ana Vance, especially when the sewage has to be pumi
sensed through settling tanks. With combined
a CfTs> receiving as they do storm water from the streets 
the ,.Slderable amount of grit must be expect et to l'e‘ 
in g ”'sP°sal works, not only during wet weather but clu - 
of ,, ry weather also. With separate sewers the amou

«.«?

""ght

are

disposal works.

grit p1 *!as been suggested that a considerable amount 
C“lcl be prevented from reaching the disposal works 
Catehp°mk'ned sewers by inserting a catch basin or s 
aUfl t/ ?" each connection between the combine se 
W°Ulrl t lntercepting sewer. It is probably true that s 
be 7 be the case, but it is a uestion whether this would 
the ff°°d method of removi g grit. In th first place 
^ess catchers would sooner or later llP> 
b"rnkc.C ?a"ed at proper intervals would fail _
Probqu? °r which they were built. Again, it is v 
Positen * th"t more or less organic matter would be de- 
?ow p them, especially when only the dry weather 
'"g thrpnSlSti"g- a-s it would mainly of sewage, was pass 
't'.-nl tor°"fh them. The retention of organic matter would 

offensive conditions as soon as putrefaction beg

and carried to

the

The inserting of sand catchers between storm water 
drains and an intercepting sewer would seem to be a 
more practicable proposition as the possibility of retain
ing offensive matter from sewage would then be eliminat
ed. The sand catchers would still, however, have to be 
cleaned in order to make them effective.

With combined sewers or with separate sewers in 
which the first wash from the streets is intercepted in the 
storm water drains grit must be expected. Such being 
the case, it is a question if the simplest way of handling 
the grit is not to admit it into the intercepting sewer 
from the combined sewers or storm water drains, without 
attempting to intercept any portion of it, and then to 
transport it with a good velocity in the intercepting sewer 
direct to the sewage disposal works. Even with sand 
catchers on the connections between the combined sewers 
or storm water drains and the intercepting sewer enough 
grit is sure to reach the sewage disposal works to require 
its removal before the sewage is pumped or passed 
through settling tanks. The removal of grit at one 
point instead of at numerous points has many advantages.

The common practice of removing grit at a sewage 
disposal works is to pass the sewage at a slow velocity, 
roughly about one foot per second, through a grit 
chamber, the grit settling out and being retained on the 
bottom of the chamber. In large works mechanical 
means are provided for removing the grit from the grit 
chamber, but in smaller works it is common practice to 
drain out the liquid from the grit chamber and to then 
shovel the grit out by hand.

With a separate system, in which the first wash from 
the streets is not intercepted from the storm water drains, 
a question arises as to the necessity of providing a grit 
chamber at the sewage disposal works. Practice varies. 
At some disposal works grit chambers have been pro
vided and at others not. 
properly designed and built and are provided with tight 

but very little grit should get into the systems, 
but with macadam or dirt streets and perforated covers 

grit must be expected. The safest plan, under 
ordinary conditions, seems to be to provide a grit cham
ber, even if it be a small one. The grit would require 
removal only at more or less infrequent intervals.

If the sanitary sewers are

covers

some

Perhaps the question may arise as to the necessity of 
It would, of course, be perfectlyremoving the grit, 

possible to pump the grit along with the sewage, but this 
would cause unnecessary wear and tear on the pumps. 
Again, if the grit is not removed before reaching the 
suction well, it may easily settle in and clog up the suc
tion well causing thereby a shut-down until the well is
cleaned out.

If the grit is admitted to the settling tanks it may 
trouble there. It depends, of course, on what type 

on the method of operation. If the
cause
of tank is used and 
tank is an Imhoff tank the grit, by settling down into the 
sludge digestion chamber, may check or prevent the 

digestion of the sludge and consequently affect
The admission of

proper
the satisfactory operation of the tank.

septic tank may also interfere with its satisfac
tory operation. If admitted to a plain settling tank, 
which is cleaned out at frequent intervals,, the main 
trouble to be expected would be in the cleaning out of 
the tank.

With sewage from a combined system the volume.of 
accumulating in settling tanks is greater than with 
from the separate system. It may even be nearly

grit to a

sludge
sewage

(Continued on page 68o.)
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time. Then a road roller that can be used as a tractl°" 
engine, with a scarifier attachment, and likewise 
operating a stone crusher, or other machines, can 
said to be four tools in one; not that it is possible to u 
it for more than one purpose at a time but in the Pr „ 
method of building roads a roller is only used a s ^ 
portion of the time, so it is economical to adapt « 
many uses as possible. In this manner the cost o P ^ 
or rather the investment in plant, can be maintain 
the minimum.

THE PROTECTION AND UPKEEP OF ROAD 
EQUIPMENT.*

By Daniel J. Hauer,
Construction Economist and Consulting Engineer.

O matter whether roads are built by contractors or 
by day labor forces under the direction of en
gineers, the item of plant and equipment is one 
of the prominent factors of cost. Inadequate 

plant means to materially increase the cost of construc
tion. Only recently the writer stood watching some 
road building upon which only a few tools were being 
used, and most of them were ill-adapted to the work. It 
was difficult to accurately calculate the exact amount of 
money that was wasted, due to a lack of road equipment, 
but it was easily estimated that the cost of construction 

increased at least twenty-five per cent. Likewise, 
too much plant can make an added cost. Even with the 
proper plant, and handled in an efficient manner, the 
plant item in road construction is a larger per cent, of 
the total cost of the work than in most other classes of 
construction. This is due to two causes, 
plant necessary to build a wagon road is much more ex 
pensive than that to build, to illustrate we will say, a 
railroad. With light grading on both, the same equip
ment will be needed to do the excavation. For the rail
road a small concrete mixer may be needed, and some 
track-laying tools to complete the job. On the other 
hand, for the wagon road there will be much hauling of 
road materials, thus wagons and a traction engine will 
be needed, then road scrapers or graders, and spreading 
machines, water sprinklers, oil sprinklers, and heating 
apparatus will be necessary ; scarifiers, harrows and 
rollers must be used, while for concrete culverts and 
bridges, mixers, derricks, buckets, barrows, and other 
appliances are called for to do the job in an efficient man- 

The writer has constructed a section of a railroad 
costing about $100,000, with a plant costing only about 
$5,000, while a contract for less than $50,000 of wagon 
road work took an outfit costing nearly $20,000 ; forty per 
cent, of the total cost instead of five.

N
In like manner, wagons, which are an importa^ 

factor in road building, should be of the most unpW 
type, and adapted as far as possible to all kinds

with concrete mixers. Some con
for mixing ordinary 

mixer will answe
ing. So, too,
demand a hot mixer as well as one

Money is saved when oneconcrete, 
for both purposes.

Another item in the cost of plant is in the c|iar‘\nt 
of the plant purchased. Cheap and poorly made v 
means money lost to the contractor in severa s
Delays occur through breakdowns and these are . g 
expensive. Cheaply made tools mean continual Y 
and a short life, and are an added expense to any J ^ 
Only well made tools should be used. A guarante 
the construction of a machine can and does m®an, eak- 

payment for delays caused by 
downs nor for poor work being done. The ability ^ ,g 
manufacturer for swearing his product is a goo 
not a help to a contractor or engineer in getting n ^ 
done, nor in showing that the machine in question Q, 
built. The greatest asset is in buying from a ^ 
recognized responsibility, one of integrity, an o ^gif 
is so well advertised that they must stand behiino g
products by putting into them only the best o m ;bie. 
and workmanship. This is the best guarantee pos a 
This means work done at a low cost. A firm wi been 
reputation means that thousands of dollars, av ^ege 
spent by them and their customers in obtaining ^ 
results. The new customer profits from these P

These are all possible factors in plant and equip^. 
upkeep and maintenance cost. The problem t a ex
tractor and construction engineer must solve in rSe
nection is a very difficult one, owing to the many

was

First, the

It does not mean of a

ner.

penditures.

The second reason for the larger cost of plant for 
road construction is that this class of work is letwagon

out in small scattered contracts that are uneconomical
The season, too, for

conditions. etcheS’
Road work is done in comparatively short str ^ 

usually in a single season, which varies m leng aC-
about one hundred, to one hundred and eighty ,a(it
cording to the climatic conditions. A conti actor ^ the 
is moved on to a job, and is used along the m j^ycb 
work, part or all of thé time during the season- ^ 
of a contractor’s plant is made up of transp ^oI.g- 
machinery, and even other items of plant are |,n ^ pro' 
ing in one place for a few days at a time, so t a ^.^cl)lt, 
tect plant while at work on such jobs is. very detd'
and in many cases any kind of a protection 15 ^ tbe
ment, and a great hindrance to the free movemen 
men and teams. . js

All machinery should be protected when * 
being used, and some when in use. Boilers at w . 0f * 
much more fuel when not protected. Some r0tect 

built in sections should always be used n a 
Such sheds can have one side left out, ^

- "T\s%<be hooked t0* gb to be rigid en*«

from a constructive standpoint, 
road building in nearly every section of the country is 
short.

Naturally the life of any machine is dependent upon 
the use and care given it. The longer the life, the less 
the annual depreciation, consequently some of the high 
plant cost can be eliminated from road construction by 
the proper care and upkeep of the equipment, and by 
selecting the most improved and economical types.

same machines should be used 
This can be done in two

As far as possible the 
for many different purposes, 
ways : By trying out machines designed for one particular 
kind of work for other kinds, and by adding attachments 
to machines that thus adapt them to three or four tlSe

different things.
To illustrate, a contractor once found by experiment

ing that a certain kind of road grader would spread 
crushed stone for macadam at a very much less cost than 
it could be done by any other known method, at that

house, 
boilers.
canvas curtain used when necessary, 
tops are built in sections they can 
with hooks and rods and staples so as 
to stand up against the wind and weather.

«Read at American Road Congress, held at Detroit, 
Mich., Sept. 29 to Oct. 4, 1913.



Machinery that cannot be protected while at work, 
Can be covered with canvas coverings over night, during
^bny spells and at such times when they are not in use. 
tvery traction engine and roller should be thus protect- 
ed- Steam drills and such tools can be covered with a 
canvas jacket. The machinery part of a concrete mixer 
Can be so protected, and also pumps and other equip- 
rrient- Heavy water-proofed canvas will be found to be 
excellent for this purpose, and not only keep the ma- 
e inery clean from dust and mud, but will likewise pro 
°nff the life of the equipment. As the canvas becomes 
T0rp from use, it must be re-treated with water-proofing 
lcjuids to preserve it.

At the end of the season, with the job finished, t e 
gestion always arises, “What shall be done with the 
Plant?” To move it from its present place to some 
Central storage point, will mean an added expense to ge 
1 0n to a new job. If the work on the same road is to be 

L°ntinued the next season the entire outfit may have, o 
moved back. The plant can be moved to the next job 

m*n*mum cost from the site upon hich it as 
°rked. Then the question comes — .

jr °UM be made, and the protection to be given the p an 
r°m the winter weather.

Situated away from the machine shops, the proper 
erhauling cannot be given to all the plant, but it wi 
Possible to replace many of the worn and broken par 

new ones, tighten up all loose keys and nuts, true 
P all bearings, and do all repairing that can be done 1 

TV °Pen- Then all iron and Wood work can be pam e 
1 ls, 's a protection not only against the weather, pr 
si,nglng the life of the plant, but is also a business propo- 
CL.l0n fbat pays well, as every one is impressed wit i m 
defect that looks well> and Paint covers a multitude

be

repairsas to

With

fn some localities It is possible to obtain an empty 
s. re 10use or barn in which the various machines can 
Tl/ed while they are idle, or during the winter ®eas° ' 
aii *S keeps them entirely out of the weather, an a 

° repairs being made under cover, whic mea 
°bly quicker, but also cheaper work. 

tUuv,k °r wmter storage it is also possible to group a 
thJrer of machines together, and build over and around 
sinew 3 femporary shelter made of cheap boai s a 

g e P!y tar paper, which will last during a winter se - 
six ; using the tar paper, the boards can be spreao 
4r0,,n j^es °r more apart, both on the sides an ro 
to n nd fhis temporary shed a ditch should be c ug so 

Pavent surface water from getting to the machines.
of {l if is not possible to protect 
6(J ( Se methods, then the canvas coverings can 
far ’ wifb fairly good results. These covers 
they S P0ssible, be shaped to the machine upon w 
should! to be used. Good and substantial brass eyelets 
c0vPt.* fastened in the well bound edges, so tna 
«O* can be tied tightly to or under the machine , 
cuverrse.tbe wind will flap them loose, soon beating me 
a0(j .,ng int° shreds, as a flag is worn out by t e ' ’
c0ver- Us exposing the machine to the weather. a 
Use?,ng:S made to fit any machine will always be found 
Use ?0 ln Protecting machines over night or when no

W 3 ^ew days. 
builfij benever machines are not stored for the winter 
gIass gS* they should be stripped of their brass • 
stolen art;s> otherwise these fixtures will be )r°vC ^ 
Kuchin Wbicb means a serious loss. The parts rom ‘

6 sbould he placed in a separate box, nailed up

son.

the machines by any 
be resort- 

should, as

properly labeled, the box being stored away for safe 
keeping. If the machines are stored in a building, it is 
not necessary to take off parts, as if any one breaks into 
the building they must go to the trouble of taking off 
the brass, while if the parts are stored in boxes, the 
rascals take box and all, giving them much less trouble, 
and thus assisting them in making a clean sweep of all 
the brass fixtures.

When a new machine is purchased, there should 
always be bought at the same time a number of spare 
parts, which should be kept on hand to be used as need
ed. No man can build a machine that will not break 
down in some vital part sooner or later. A breakdown 
in a construction job means not only a delay, but a waste 
of money, for even if men can be laid off and not paid, or 

be given other work, yet the job, due to the changescan
made necessary by the breakdown, will not be worked in 
the most economical manner. It is true that many con
tractors do keep some spare parts, but they seldom have 
on hand enough, or the proper ones, due to the fact that 
as the parts are used to replace broken 

not ordered from the factory, 
two things occurs : the job is shut down or some part of 
it, or the machine is worked with the broken part until 
a new one can be ordered and put in place. This means 
that the machine is racked by the work it does, doing 
permanent injury to it.

A good blacksmith shop on the job, equipped with 
forge for heating' heavy steel and with stocks and dies 
for bolts and pipe, and with good drills and vises, will 
be found to be a great assistance in the upkeep of road 
equipment. For heavy machines a few roller bearing 
or small hydraulic jacks will be found useful in making 
repairs and renewals.

Small tools can be repaired promptly in a black
smith shop. Attention should be given to these as 
well as to the larger machines. To prevent such tools 
being lost, they should not only be branded with a die 
of the contractor’s name or initials, but they should 
likewise be painted with a set of colors, selected by the 
contractor, to designate his equipment and advertise 

These colors can be used on the head of
Tools

ones, new ones 
Then either one ofare

his business.
some tools, and in most cases on the handles, 
can thus be seen at some distance, and thus prevent 
their being stolen or lost. All bright parts of tools and 
machines that can’t be painted should be well greased 
so as to prevent rusting.

Many of these suggestions seem useless, or 
or less self evident, but any one who has much to do 
with road construction knows that tools and machines 
are scattered along the entire line of a piece of new 
road construction, just where they were last used, and

are needed again.

more

there they stay, neglected, until they 
Then the) are found out of order, and to repair them, 
frequently new parts must be ordered, some days 
intervening before such parts arrive. The tool or 
machine depreciates greatly in value by such treatment, 
and thus contractors are compelled to figure a heavy 
plant expense item against every job. The cost of car
ing for this equipment is much less than the deprecia
tion figured against it from neglect.

Such extra costs mean higher prices for road 
work and as there are many thousànd miles of roads 
that need improving, every dollar wasted means less 
mileage built each year. Both _ engineers and con
tractors are interested in obtaining good roads, and 
they should do everything possible to save money in 
the construction of roads.
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Radii of Curves.—The radii of the curves se ^ ^ 

for the standard work is controlled to a certain * x aje 
the width of streets in Kansas City. Some ol t g yf 
of such width that it was impracticable to use a cl ^ 
less radius than 42.5 ft. This, therefore, was ad°PradiuS 
the minimum. There are few places where a larger 
than 65 ft. can be used. These two radii, wlth ndafd’ 
termediate standard of 50 ft., were adopted as s 
and the special work designed upon this basis- jf3ls
curves were 11 used in connection with Lorain c0pi'
No. 2. Usin these radii as a basis, the variou ^gje 
binations that might be used in any layout on a
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Fig. 1.—Special Work Standards for

it, to show how standardization methods are applied in 
where layouts are renewed or new work put in, it 

being exceedingly desirable that the work be of such 
character as to be interchangeable and renewable, piece 

by piece, from stock.
In the establishing of something that could be 

standard the following points were included in Mr. 
Harvey’s problem as it had to be solved : rail section, 
radii of curves, length of pieces, material, design, and 
various minor details in regard to the assembling of the 
work which present themselves as the larger details are 

developed.

cases
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*
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»
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Rail Section.—In the selection of the section of raJ 
to be used in the special work, consideration had to be 
given to the fact that a very considerable percentage 0 
the tracks in the paved streets of Kansas City were a

This rail has pro
exceedingly satisfactory ; there was no reason why t 
section should be changed, and it was desirable that 
special work should be constructed so that it would_ 
with this section without the use of compromise join _ 
Various problems presented themselves in the detail! » 
of this special work, particularly the question of gu^.' 
ing, but with this problem solved, it was decided that 

the most desirable section for use in the construe 1 
of the work.

STANDARDIZATION OF STREET RAILWAY 
SPECIAL WORK.

N line with the policy of standardizing as much of 
the material used by it as possible, the Metropolitan 
Street Railway Company, of Kansas City, Mo., has 
adopted a set of standards for special work which

The standards have been tried out for

ved
with 1 oo-lb. A. S. C. E. section.

are

very complete, 
a year or more, and the results so far obtained are \ery 
satisfactory. They, were worked out under the direction 
of Mr. A. E. Harvey, chief engineer, who describes them 
in an article in “Electric Traction,” and includes details 
of rail curvature sections, lengths, etc., in connection 
with them. The following information is extracted from
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where!Vfy case be used in Kansas City, particularly 
ew minutes can be thrown in the angle o ie 

bJock.

Length of Pieces.—It will be noted that the P|® . 
re detailed so far as length is concerned, making a

number of joints, and establishing the length ot
y,1 arm so that standard pieces are interchange^ •
is e er tlds design a minimum number of stan a are 
co eCUred> as there are quite a number of pieces 

ci mon to both a single track turnout and all 
^Plicated combinations; that is, the switch frog> ^
trends are the same in the lain turnout crossing the
!COnd track as would be foun in double track close 
> The number of different kin s of switches rs^« 
tbe 6 to two, a right and a left, except t a ’n ar;ation 
in y°re complicated layouts there is a s lg 1

the arm lengths for switches and mates, a d ^ 

tyu which are designed for clearance, and wiic
rrre,.!t is practicable to obtain such clearance ^5°
the„ad,us is used instead of 100 ft. The a v these
s . e standards and the interchangeabi ity f
new?"8 are manifest. In future years the cost of « 

Dew'"',8 Wou,d be very much reduced, and repairs a
s£ s could be made from stock without car y Z 

it at °f any great amount. The advantage en d
by taP.resent is that the work, as requ—1 
bin-.. InS stock pieces and assembling the 
0rdJO? required, and where material w 
reason for one location upon which the work for jj 
hot s? miffht be delaye , may be used elsewher 
creJt0red indefinitely. All of this would tend to ^ 
storp1 l^e size stock that it is necessary to carr,

e yard.
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Pig. 3.—Special Work Standards for Left Hand Double 
Track Branch-off.

ÜE

in any com- 
:h might be

has been left open, and the detail of the. design only 
carried to a point where it would not forbid the use of 

made from either solid manganese, cast boundpieces
work, built-up work or cast steel.
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Material.—Recognizing the fact that in some loca
tions one kind of material might be required and in 
others a cheaper grade, the question of standard material

°f 90 degrees
accompanying figures. These combinations 
°ut on an angle of 90 degrees, which could in almost

detailed in the manner shown in the
all laid

are
were

.
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This chair consists of a malleable casting in combi
nation with the plate, together with a brace and wedge. 
The strain of the guard rail from the main line is taken 
eventually through the plate under the base of the rai 

and against the screw spike on the 
A number of ad- 

secured in this device • 
main rail and guard 

rail are standard sections that are 
rolled by almost any mill, and can 
always be secured at standard Pricf. 
and for less money than specially r° ' 
ed sections.

2. The guard rail is secured 
the main rail without the use of bo 
and without the necessity of drill»1» 
through the main rail, a distinct a^ 
vantage in construction as well as 
renewals.

Design.—In the detail of the design of this work the 
most serious obstacle met was that of guarding the T- 
rail section. Various devices were tried out with more 

or less success, but it was finally settled that the guard

outside of the rail.m 4 vantages are 
i. Both theh-fix

ik jg
*w- Cenero/ Note

C ast/ng to t>e mo c/e of Mo//eo/>/e Cost Iron 
#// /hhs to/>p “//net un/ess ot/rermse note//

--TfiT
fBt1

ft, liiSilii-

é Nko
~e- : -

ilM i —j7f------
1^—/r _ -

I
bz50~nS.CC/lHil.

/QO"*SC.t RAIL p—/f

3. The strain that comes upon th 
guard rail is transmitted directly fro 
the head through the casting ins e 
of being transmitted through the 
of the rail, and at a point where co 
siderable leverage would be secu^

wi*'
with 

be re-

6sT1: -I 1: 2J+-
! '! !

ilHVri—f
|against the bolt as it is 

* applied.
*/?'->*--------—6fk---------------*i-------- k----------- $fv-/rk The guard is renewable 

interference whatsoever
Fig. 4.—Guard Rail Support for 50-lb. T-rail Guarding 100-lb. T-rail. 4-

out any
the running rail. The paving does not have to 
moved from the outside of the main rail at all, an ° 
inside only to the base of the 50-lb. rail, which can

best adapted to this section was the 50-lb. T-rail. A 
section of this in its relation to the main rail is shown 
in Fig. 4, which also illustrates the standard chair

the

Note- use above drilling for c/H externa/ Join 16

With 100-lb. A.S.C.E. Rail and Solid Manganese

loosened up and a new rail slipped in place, °r in 
rail adjusted for wear, and moved in closer to t ? on 
rail, either by a light grinding of the bearing P°* ^;cb 
which the guard rests, or by removal of shims,

Fillet-

Id

I
r1"iTT-1i!IL- 4- r ■

ii i P/on of /ntensect/onI I i
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Oen era/ P/ort

wcr o
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adopted for the securing of this rail, or rather chair in 
combination with tie plate. This, with the omission of 
the plate and a slightly different arrangement for attach
ing it to the tie is adaptable to the use of steel ties.

Fig. 5.__Details of Standard Double Track Crossing
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flanges become long so that the percentage of wheels that 
will take the flange bearing and pass the intersection 
without a blow is exceedingly small, and where the flange- 

is made shallow enough so as to take care of this

envise attach it to a piece of other design. Any joint 
e kind is necessarily unsatisfactory, and moreov. 

Part °f the guard that was not removable from 
e Pieces would wear, and could not be renewe

way

5
61ZL NOT£:-

!2' Mote No 6 same
os vote No 5 except
0f oppose No»*6° 9"\ > & A/ore: Niljoint/o/es // *</>;v s

^ Genera/.P/an of Mo** ^ 5 5

jr
&
ft Fig. 8.
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guard would connect up closely with the manganese 
plate in cases of cast-bound work ; and in cases of solid 
manganese work a small pocket at the end connecting 
with the manganese guard, and in cases of built-up work 

to attach it securely to the built section 
by means of tfft standard chair. In de
signing these standard pieces it was the 
object so far as possible to specify only 
those points which were necessary to 
obtain the results at which we aimed, 
and not specify those things that would 
interfere with the manufacturer’s design 
or shop practice.

1 he most important feature in the 
design of street railway frogs is the de
tail of the flangeway, particularly where 
the flange bearing is desired, 
writer believes that this matter has not 
been properly understood, nor the best 
results obtained in the past in flange
bearing work, and the work which we 
are now specifying is designed to 
come the objectionable features that ex
ist in flange-bearing work as. it is gen
erally put upon the market.

A flange bearing as it has been 
understood in the past, and as it haf 
been designed, has aimed at having just 
at the intersection a floor upon which 
the flange would rest while passing over 

the intersection. In theory this is perfect. In practice 
it has led to a great deal of trouble.

It is impossible to get a flangeway that is just the 
depth of the flange. It is either itself worn too deep, it 
may be constructed too shallow, treads wear and wheel

may be put in originally in order to provide for such 
Wear. The design has been used in a modified form by 

e Metropolitan Street Railway Company for some time, 
and is proving exceedingly satisfactory.
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—Standard Built-up Frog With Manganese
Pi Filler.

bhe connection of this guard to the pieces is one
It was un-a, e design that had to be solved,

to lra*?*e put a joint in this guard rail connecting up 
a piece of the guard cast in the cast-bound work, or

High/
tet/~
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the wheels, particularly worn wheels, will strike the 
metal in the bottom of the flangeway a blow that en
dangers the flange, chipping it. The effect is very much 
the same as the placing of a block of steel in the flange-

^rve d as could the balance of the guard around the 
e*ch of P16 problem was solved by making a P°<*e 
Spelterl lhf P'cces and the T-rail guard was inserted 

c ln this pocket, running in so that the detac
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necessarily 
that

desired, which was not 
It is not the amount of the manganese 
situation, but the profile of the flangeway. 

is readily made in built-up work w
is used as a base upon which may 

It is giving good results 
strip,

It results in a jolt and a more manganese was 
the case, 
governs the 
This flangeway 
the manganese cross 
be bolted wings of rolled rail.
in our built-up bolted work where the manganese 
or the manganese filler, is used between the rails.

this profile is readily made in solid manganes ,

way for th wheel to run over.
blow that detrimental to the wheel, to the car and to 
the special work, making a noisy and hard riding 

crossing. which we have proceeded with thisThe theory upon 
work is that the wheel should be picked up on this flange 
with as light an angle of impact as possible at a con
siderable distance from the intersection, and ride upon its 

the intersection and be let down

Of

course,
flange entirely across
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Fig. 9.
tread®and in that case has the advantage of keeping the

from the weaker points at the intersection ana pagain upon its tread. Every time this proposition is pre
sented some one will say: “What does this do to your 
wheel flanges?” What is the other doing to the special 
work and the paving? The taking of a wheel with a 
light angle of impact and riding it upon its flanges is 
easier on the track, paving, the wheel and the car, on 
the nerves of the public, and on adjoining buildings. It 
is not only upon this theory that the design of the flange- 

and special work is based, but from actual experi-

Genera/P/onof H.2V J*

away
vents chipping. . „r0file

The writer believes that this question of the F 
of flangeways has had a great deal to do in the pas p- 
certain difficulties that have been charged to solid ,p 
ganese work, i.e., where the defect that has appea 
solid manganese, particularly in square crossings, 
been due to the blows of the treads of the wheels V
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way
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the points, and that this trouble would never ^ 
should flangeways be constructed as describee a >( 

Among other designs,
100-lb. crossing with a

with these flangeways, it has been found that all 
been said in regard to this matter is confirmed

ence 
that has 
by results obtained in practice.

Other details of the special work pieces are rather 
immaterial so long as the design and profile of the flange- 

carried out, and this flangeway may be built in 
In cast-bound work it can be obtained

work has

out
Among other designs, attention is called to ^ 

100-lb. crossing with a flange bearing from en u j,e 
for both tracks shown in Fig. 5. 1 his design, 1 . c0p'
noticed, has in it comparatively little manganese a^ -<r„ 
sists of 100-lb. rail bolted to the manganese _ " 
have had several of these crossings in service °r

and the results that are being obtained ]roW tbe 
■ " They are easier 0 ve

-if.;. We 113

yje
filler.way are

any type of work.
if the plate is made large enough, and some 
been furnished in this way, but the manufacturers have 
overlooked in some cases the object at which we 
aiming, and apparently construed the specifications that

nover

year,
are
cars,

exceedingly satisfactory, 
easier riding and easy to maintain.

were
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prevent the entrance of snow, ice or sand under the bearing. 
All parts of the body which might be struck by the over
hanging part of the tread on worn wheels shall be kept K-in. 
below the top of the adjoining rail.

For T-rail work the guard rail pocket shall be so 
structed that the removable guard extends to the manganese 
centre.

>rkl<w/eSultin& in the breaking of the casting andthe 
W,Jn'n£ of plates and the rail in the pieces. Built- P 
>s a t W,,h a manganese filler forming the flange ^
the def6-that we are using in some cases. Fig. 
specidfietai1 of this design The principal points of the 
îUrnCr1Cat,0ns require that all bolts in this work: mu _ 
lr'g fit.’ a!i h.oIes reamed and the bolts put in™*riI that 
"'e sl * his type of work was designed p -
°*n TId have a type of work that could be built m our 
f0und °l,s without delay, and without the necess 

ct0rvy.w°rk. This type has proved exceedingly - 
ln all respects.

con-

Solid Manganese Switches.—They must conform accur
ately to the general dimensions shown on Fig. 7.

Switch tongues must be of solid manganese and of heavy 
design, and must be provided with lug for the attachment of 
spring lock or electric throw. The tongue must be ground 
to fit closely to its bed. The heel must fit perfectly so as to 

the entrance of snow, ice or sand under the bearing.satis
fy prevent

j

that all special work is of the same depth and facilitates 
the spacing and placing of the ties in special work. Tliis 
is particularly applicable to the placing of such work on 
steel ties.

. In regard to the class of work specified : Cast steel 
Permissible under our specifications, and nothing is 

andardized outside of this, except in regard to e 
tensions and matters heretofore mentioned that are 
'"mon to all classes of work. Cast-bound work is ac- 

that.n^e 'n its usual form, the specifications in regai 0 

A consisting only of those matters relating to 
, ngeway) to the section of rail, and to the question of 

.®P*ug the cast iron down on the outside of running 
may not receive a blow from a worn 

The writer finds that this is the most common
in cast-bound

The specifications for standard switches Nos. 1 and 2 are 
as follows :—

Cast Steel or Cast Bound Switches.—They must conform 
accurately to the general dimensions shown on Fig. 7.

Switch tongues must be of solid manganese and of heavy 
design and must be provided with lug for the attachment of 
spring lock or electric throw. The tongue must be ground 
to fit closely to its bed. The heel must fit perfectly so as to

rails
wheel.
cause

so that it

°f the many defects that appear

Doub/e frac A Xing
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Solid manganese work built with the flange bearings 
as specified by us is a most satisfactory design, and 
where constructed in accordance with standards so that 
pattern charges are not repeated from time to time, 
its cost will be so reduced and its advantages over other 
types of work such that it is an ideal special work. It 
has a distinct advantage over the cast-bound work in

adopted them standard crossing in all work. It 
may be a little difficult to build in complicated layouts 
where curves intersect the crossings. In such cases these 
complicated parts are built in solid manganese.

. In the design of switches nothing is specified 
S1de of the outside dimensions of these switches and the 
section of the rail.

as our

out-
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(Continued from page 671.)' 
twice as much, as has been found to be the case by c ^ 
parison of the quantities of digested sludge rern n 
from different Imhoff tanks, some of which have 
connected with combined systems and others with s 
ate systems. The greater volume of sludge rom 
combined system may mean that less organic matter ^ 
reached the streams than would have been the case \ 
sewers had been built on the separate system. > 
ever, the first wash from the storm water drains 
separate system is intercepted and carried to the

works, then the volume of sludge should be app . 
mately the same as if the sewage came from a covnD b. 
system. Similarly the amount of organic matter re. 
ing the.streams should be approximately the same, 
though it is possible that it might then be somewhat 

In many instances, probably in the m

ment

al'

pumping is required in order to pass sewage 
treatment works. This is generally due to the a^.tant 
the site of the treatment works is more or less
from the territory sewered and by the time the sex^gep 
has reached the treatment works enough head has ^ 
lost to prevent passing the sewage through the wor ^ 
gravity. It may even be that the sewage would 
livered at an elevation below that of the stream into
the effluent was to be discharged. _ A,;ch

With a combined system the total height to 
the sewage would have to be pumped would probz ^ 
somewhat less than with a separate system, but t ^ 
ference would not be great. Some saving in fue s, 
therefore result from the adoption of the combine ^ 
tern, but the same operating force would be requir ^ . 
either case. So long as pumping is required t ie ^ jeSs 
saving in cost due to pumping the sewage against ^ 
head, due to the adoption of the combined s" -ng, 
would be slight compared with the total cost of Purn 
including fixed charges. .

In conclusion, no hard or fast rules can be g'v ate 
the adoption of either the combined or the seP ^eJl 
system. Each has ce ain advantages. These, a® a„ 
as local conditions a cost of construction and 
tion, must be taken into account. Other things 
equal, especially as more and more attention 1S fate 
given to the question of sewage disposal, the se)P 
system seems to offer greater advantages. With 
system, however, to secure satisfactory results, too 
stress cannot be laid on the necessity of not only P 
design but satisfactory maintenance and operation

al

for

scbeI°e
In France, efforts are being made to further a 

for the development of river communication between 
and Lyons. A Franco-Swiss committee has been * jele' 
and a meeting held recently at Satigny was attende 
gates from the Swiss communes in the vicinity of t e^^\nê 
They discussed and supported the advisability of 
local committees to aid in popularizing the scheme.

ed:fori»

In case of single track crossing, or single track cros Q. 
with double track, the outer arms shall conform to the P 
file shown for outer arms. f t^e

In all cases the specification requires the number 01 
piece to be plainly cast upon the top surface at some 
venient point. When the work is of cast steel or , t0 
manganese, the arms are required to be accurately gro 
conform to the rail sections specified for the work.

FACTORS IN THE DESIGN OF 
SEWERAGE SYSTEMS.

IMPORTANT

Those for standard mates, Nos. 5 and 6, are as follows.
Cast Bound Mates.—They must conform 

the general dimensions shown on Fig. 8.
Cast Steel or

accurately to
Manganese plates shall be of liberal size and of heavy de

sign.
Flangeways shall be 11/16-in. deep for a distance of not 

less than 6 ins. ahead of and 6 ins. back of the ft-m. point, 
and shall slope evenly to a depth of i in. at the edges of the 
plate. The inclined portion of the flangeways shall in no case 
be less than 18 ins. long.

All parts of the body casting which might be struck by 
the overhanging part of the tread on worn wheels, shall be 
kept %-in. below the top of the adjoining rail.

Solid Manganese Mates.—They must conform accurately 
to the general dimensions shown on Fig. 8.

Flangeways shall be n/i6-in. deep for a distance of not 
less than 6 ins. ahead of and. 6 ins. back of the %-in. point, 
and shall slope evenly to a depth of i in. The inclined portion 
of the flangeways shall in no case be less than iS ms. long.

Specifications for Standard Frogs Nos. A21, A22, A31
and A32__Flangeways through manganese plates shall be
not less than 30 ins. long, measured along the gauge lines, and 
they shall extend an equal distance each way from the inter
section of the gauge lines. Flangeways shall be 11/10-in. deep 
for a distance of 4 ins. each side of the intersection of the 
gauge lines, and shall slope evenly to a depth of 1 in. at the
edges of the plate. . ,

All parts of the cast iron body which might be struck by 
the overhanging part of the tread on worn wheels, shall be 
%-in. below top of adjoining rail.
. Flangeways shall be 11/16-in. deep for a distance of 9 

ins. each side of the intersection of the gauge lines and shall 
slope evenly to a depth of ift ins. at points 2 ft. 9 ms. from 
the intersection of the gauge lines.

Specifications for Standard Frogs Nos. A29 and A30.—
Flangeways through manganese plates shall be not less than 
24 ins. long measured along the gauge lines, and they shall 
extend an equal distance each way from the intersection of the 
gauge lines.

Flangeways shall be 11/16-ins. deep for a distance of 4 
ins. each side of the intersection of the gauge lines and shall 
slope evenly to a depth of 1 in. at the edges of the plate.

All parts of the cast iron body which might be struck by 
the overhanging part of the tread on worn wheels, shall be 
14-in. below top of adjoining rail.

Flangeways shall be 11/ 16-in. deep for a distance of 9 
ins. each side of the intersection of the gauge lines and shall 
slope evenly to a depth of ift ins. at points 2 ft. 9 ins. from 
the intersection of the gauge lines.

Specifications for Standard Double Frogs Nos. A41, A42, 
A43, and A44.—Flangeways through manganese plates shall 
be not less than 30 ins. long, measured along the gauge lines, 
for frogs of an angle less than 28 degrees, or less than 24 ins. 
long for frogs of an angle greater than 28 degrees ; and they 
shall extend an equal distance each way from the intersection 
of the gauge lines.

Flangeways shall be 11/16-ins. deep for a distance of 4 
ins. each side of the intersection of the gauge lines and shall 
slope evenly to a depth of 1 in. at the edges of the plate.

All parts of the cast iron body which might be struck by 
the overhanging part of the tread on worn wheels, shall be 
,%-in. below top of adjoining rail.

Flangeways shall be 11/16-in. deep for a distance of 9 
ins. each side of the intersection of the gauge lines and shall 
slope evenly to a depth of ins. at points 2 ft. 9 ins. from 
the intersection of the gauge lines.

Specifications for Standard Crossing No. 51.—Flange
ways through manganese plates shall be not less than 15 
long, measuring along the gauge lines, and they shall extend 
an equal distance each way from the intersection of the gauge
lmeSFlangeways shall be n/16-ins. deep for a distance of 2 
ins. each side of the intersection of the gauge lines and shall 
slope evenly to a depth of 1 in. at the edges of the plate.

All parts of the cast iron body which might be struck by 
the overhanging part of the tread on worn wheels, shall be 
'A-in. below top of adjoining rail.

Flangeways shall conform accurately to the profiles 
shown above.

ins.
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With the word 
there has always been associated the thought of liability 
to pestilence and disease, and it has been more or less 
of a foregone conclusion that every large camp must pay 
toll. Without question, however, the value of human 
life has risen and its safety is viewed more sanely. 
The scientific prevention of unsanitariness and disease 
has become a prominent factor in military manoeuvres, 
and it is to be noted with satisfaction that it has its place 
of similar importance in the maintenance of construction 
camps, as well.

camp,” military or constructional,

I he construction of the Panama Canal is memorable 
in this respect, and the scientific campaign against tro
pical diseases has been so successful as to rate it as one 
of the important features of the great piece of engineer
ing. Measures for the maintenance of health were far 
more comprehensive than had hitherto been attempted. 
Streets were widened, drained, and paved; houses, as 
well of the poor as of the rich, were re-built and pro
tected from mosquitoes by screens of wire gauze. The 
whole ground of Colon, for example, was raised above 
the surrounding marsh with mud taken therefrom by 
means of suction pumps. The breeding places of 
mosquitoes within ioo yards of all permanent habitations 
were removed, and marshes drained or filled in. The 
floors of the houses were cemented to afford no refuge 
for plague rats. Good drinking water has been constantly 
provided. A fine hospital is maintained.

As a result, the death rate has fallen to 7.5 per 
thousand per annum, and the total cost has been only 
about one cent per day per head of population.

Although Canada’s undertakings are not accompani
ed by tropical conditions, the admirable mastery of ad
versity in the above instance suggests giving more at
tention to livelihood in our own construction camps.
There are many in existence and many more will shortly 
spring up. In British Columbia there will be the Sooke 
Lake water supply project, the Burrard Inlet harbour and 
dock extensions, the tunneling of Roger’s Pass, etc. In 
Manitoba, the construction of the Shoal Lake viaduct 
will begin early in the spring. In Quebec, there will be 
the Ottawa water supply project from the Gatineau Lakes, 
and there are the well-known engineering activities

In Ontario,
many camps will be active with the opening up of the 
spring season, chief among them being those on the con
struction of the Welland Canal. No mention being made 
of the numerous smaller camps, such as at the many ex
tremities of railway developments, the thousands of 
who will be engaged next season in the explicit carrying 
out of engineers’ specifications should be assured im
munity from unsanitary and disease-producing conditions 
in their habitations.

around Montreal and the St. Lawrence.

men

THE VIEWS OF THE PEOPLE ON ROAD 
IMPROVEMENT.

As announced last week, the Ontario Highway Com
mission is holding a series of meetings throughout Older 
Ontario in the interests of the Good Roads movement. 
The first session was held in Ottawa on October 28th, 
where representatives of all the municipalities of the 
Ottawa Valley were present and manifested the intense 
interest which is being taken in the movement. The sug-
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writer has had occasion recentlySir,—The present 
in his treatise on Flat Slabsf to consider and make aP 
plication of the general principles of the strength an 
flexure of flat plates uniformly loaded throughout to 
computation of reinforced concrete floor slabs of 111311 ^ 
panels, especially with reference to the case of those con 
structed on the mushroom system by Mr. C. A-
T urner.

thodWhile the writer has no fault to find with the me ^ 
of mathematical analysis adopted by Mr. Elmont, w 1C^ 
in fact agrees with his own so far as it goes, he neve 
theless feels compelled to say that Mr. Elmont’s met o^ 
of applying that analysis to flat slab design is not, ^ 
his estimation, correct, and the conclusions he draws 
to the stresses in the steel are not warranted by 1
analysis.

thatThe reason for this statement lies in the fact 
Mr. Elmont has overlooked the effect of the very 
distribution of the reinforcement in the different parts ^ 
the panel area, and the influence which this has in ca3 
ing a somewhat different distribution of stresses m 
slab from what occurs in a uniform plate of metal- 
particular he singles out for especial attention the P°.. 
tive bending moments that cause tensions in the mater 
at the upper surface of the slab in directions perpendicu 
to the sides of the panels at their edges where there 
no reinforcing rods to resist such tensions, and arg 
that ordinary flat slabs are unsafe for that reason.

I deny that such is the fact where the column bea 
are sufficiently stiff and strong, and say that the capac j 
of a slab for carrying loads is sot affected to any mate ^ 
extent by cracks in the concrete extending lengthwise^ 
the edges at the top of the slab. Such cracks °ccufr^, 
for example, in the test of the Deere and Webber 
ing in this city, which was built by a competitor o 
Turner, and the test reported in the Proceedings m 
National Association of Cement Users for 1911’ ^

uneven
of

are

177, by Mr. A. R. Lord.
The reason why such cracks are unimportant is j 

the construction of the slab is such that the linP°e£jge 
question is not as to just how the moment about the c 
is distributed along the edge, but whether there is 
ficient steel all told across each edge to resist the

across
ordinalStress which by plate theory occursstress.

central portion of the edge of the panel is 
transferred by twisting moments in the slab to the ^ 
heads of the columns. The middle portion of the ^ a 
belts can yield to the positive moments across th m 
very limited extent only (usually not enough for ®e3dS 
mation of cracks) before resisting stresses in these ^ 

brought into play. This yielding, however, ma^0ut 
does take place without injury to the slab and w^aCj{S 
developing any real weakness in it. That such coflSe- 
and lack of steel to resist them are matters of n° c t 10 
quence is evidently the opinion of Professor Ta ’ ag 
whom Mr. Elmont refers as an authority on sin ^.Qn 
appears from a passage which I quote from a disci 
on flat slab floors, page 191 of the Proceedings preV 
referred to:

stiff

are

iousiy

inter
*By V. J. Elmont, B.Sc., in The Canadian Eng 

of Sept. 25th, 1913.
fReinforced Concrete Floor Slabs, by H. 1 • 

published by Rogers & Co., Minneapolis I9I3-

Eddy'

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR. 

Discussion of “Bending Moments in Flat Slabs.

gestions made to the Commission were practical in. char- 
acter, and evidenced a general desire to assist in the 
bettering of the roads of Eastern Ontario, generally con
ceded to be seriously in need of improvement.

One point that was particularly emphasized was the 
belief that it is essential for a permanent and compre
hensive good roads policy to substitute for the present 
statute labor system of maintenance and improvement, 
a system of municipal or government control and ex
penditure. It was emphasized that a greater continuity 
of policy, better men and better supervision of highway 
construction and maintenance would be secured thereby. 
It was the general feeling of the session that there is 
an absolute necessity for a permanent Government Com
mission to supervise all road construction, and to m-

and successful methods.vestigate and apply
The Commission outlined its aim as being in the 

interests of rural and urban people alike, and not of any 
special class of road users. Market roads for the farmers, 
rather than trunk roads for the automobilists, were the 
first consideration.

new

EDITORIAL COMMENT.

II. of the newThe placing under contract of Section 
Welland Ship Canal last week, and the call for tenders for 
Section V., indicates that there is little delay in getting

In fact, remarkable speed isthe project under way. 
being exhibited in disposing of the various sections. 
Late in July the contract for Section I. was awarded to 
the Dominion Dredging Company, Ottawa, as announced 
at an amount approximating $3,500,000. Section Ill- 
followed early in September at $9,500,000, to O’Brien 
and Doheny, Quinlan and Robertson, both Montreal 
firms. 'Then, the award of Section II. to the English firm

amount inof Baldry, Yerburgh and Hutchinson, at an 
the neighborhood of $5,500,000 was announced in our 
issue of last week.

It is understood that, following Section V., Section 
IV and the remaining four sections will be placed under 
contract as rapidly as possible.

The provincial conference which met in Ottawa last 
week to discuss the question of pollution of navigable 
waterways adopted the resolution forwarded by the 
Canadian Public Health Association, from its Regina 
convention, asking the Government to consider the de
sirability of establishing a federal department of public 
health. Particulars leading up to the framing of this 
memorial were given in The Canadian Engineer for 
October 16th. The resolution read as follows :—

“Whereas in the past sanitary questions affecting 
public health have suffered from the non-existence of a 
federal health department, this conference considers the 
creation of a federal department of public health might 
well receive the early attention of the government.

“The conference believes such a department would 
be of assistance in solving interprovincial problems as to 
the protection of public health.”

A recent number of “The Electrician” states that there 
and villages in France at presentare more than 6,000 towns 

without a system of distributed public lighting. Of the 4,094 
small towns already artificially lighted, 2,673 have adopted 
electricity, 1.249 gas lighting, and 172 acetylene.
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This is the only point on which Mr. Elmont attempts 
substantiate his general sweeping criticism and con 

^nation of flat slab systems.
But this is not a question that can be settled by 

otlng opinions or citing authorities. It" is a question 
act and experimental verification. There are no o 

. rved facts whatever in support of any such stresses as 
r; Elmont computes. It is quite true that systems m 
'ch .the heads of the columns are not sufficiently large 

% S^lff might be amenable to the objections stated by 
a: ' Elmont, but when he attempts to excite genera 
of AUSt of the stability and safety of the pioneer system 
reti at siab construction by saying that ‘ to-day t eo 
ea ,Ca and practical experience will veto most of t os 
is n sysiems,” he speaks without authority because e 
siir,0t tbe Possessor of any adequate theory, and is no 
OnkP°urted by reference to the facts, which show that no 
Ca . ave such slabs satisfactorily passed the tes 
doneln? twice the live load without fa ure, but av 
a fa f°r months at a time withou 
- nd of test to which 

afe’y subjected.
couldother form of structurebe no

fe»a_ , may be an open question as to what shou 
tyD' ed as a sufficient and satisfactory test of a give 
Wfiistructure. But is would seem as thoug t oa 
So r 1 n° other type of structure could equal shou e

eüarded.
'vhiCh*1ere *s one peculiarity of flat slab construction 
Which -ma>es it perhaps the safest type of structu 

n possible to erect, but it is a peculiarity n
Elapsey rec°gnized, viz., its toughness. « -
is Po ' .’ nor give way suddenly under any load 
by m Sl e to place upon it. By sufficient over- oa 
to b ° aarly removal of forms, a flat slab may be made 
ally 5 downwards and do almost anything, except actu- 
Strenp-th a.b" A gradual yielding without impaii men 
Each r 18 the worst that can occur under over-o ■ 
ground *jecognition of this fact seems to be the bac - 
reinfor the attempt here made to awaken distrus 

°rced flat /
been If? treatise on flat slabs, rational formulas have 
°bserVaS ab,ished that agree closely with a large mass ot 
^Periml0ns on many different slabs made by va[
But thpCnters- *0 details of which are not there given. 
°f mreSult of a numerical discussion of half a do 
>itinJ0St impiété of these tests is now accepted and 
?°cietvg Ptiblication in the Proceedings of the Amène 
Ne th°f CiviI Engineers, which will entirely corro- 
'''ecn e statement just made as to the a£refnle”).jons

9r)d st^Puted and observed values of both deflection^ 
esses. Ayr, T?i___ t rite anv such agree

°rdi

slabs.

Mr. W. B. Phillips: In the floor under 
test, (of the Deere and Webber Building) was 
reinforcement provided at the centre of the span, 
at right angles to that connecting two columns

I believe some rein-at the side of the panel? 
forcement should be provided between the 
columns in order to take care of the reverse mo-

which Mr. Lordment, eliminating cracks to 
refers.

Mr. A. N. Talbot: In so far as I know, 
such reinforcement is not used in any of the gir
derless floors. The cracks referred to are minute 
hair cracks which, when the load is removed, 
will close up so as not to be visible. • • • •
Eo far as any one knows, they are not detri
mental to a structure.’’

ment of his computations with observations, and until 
such agreement can be established he is not justified in 
asserting what will or will not happen to slabs whose 
entire behavior can be predicted by rational formulas.

My present opinion is that not only has Mr. Elmont 
drawn incorrect and unwarranted conclusions from the 
analysis he has offered, but has also seriously misunder
stood and misrepresented the position of Professor Talbot 
when he refers to him as having shown “the insufficiency 
of reinforcing in flat slabs as ordinarily constructed.”

I would respectfully ask Mr. Elmont either to sub
stantiate this statement or to withdraw it. I have been 
unable to find any such thing in Professor Talbot’s pub
lications, but, on the contrary, much to make me think 
that he is quite unwilling to express the opinion that flat 
slabs constructed on the lines which Mr. Elmont con
demns are necessarily unsafe.

Had Mr. Elmont been willing to point out types or 
specific instances of the kind of weakness which he de
preciates, it would have been possible to agree or dis
agree with him in better spirit than is now possible, 
when he apparently intends to bring flat slabs in general 
into disrepute, and especially in case they are not rein
forced across the top at the side belts, a view known to 
be so erroneous by all constructors of flat slabs, Professor 
Talbot included, as to detract very greatly from the 
weight that might otherwise be attached to any other 
views he might express upon the properties of flat slabs.

H. T. EDDY.
Minneapolis, Minn., Oct. 8th, 1913.

[A copy of Dr. Eddy’s criticism was forwarded to 
Mr. Elmont, who furnishes the following reply.—Ed.]

Sir,—It was certainly not the intention in the 
writer’s paper to bring flat slabs into general disrepute, 
and the writer has difficulty in understanding how Dr. 
Eddy could read that out of the paper. The writer con
siders the reinforced concrete flat slab as being a very 
economical and suitable structure for many purposes, 
and thinks that great credit is due to Mr. Grashof for his 
theoretical investigations, to Mr. Matrai for his rein
forcing system leading up to the reinforced concrete flat 
slab, and Mr. Mensch for being the first—to the writer’s 
knowledge—who employed a flat slab in an actual 
building.

The aim of the paper was to improve the present 
design of flat slabs. What the writer expressly directed 
his efforts against was mentioned in the following words :

“In nearly all flat slabs it is found that the 
positive bending moments and the negative mo
ments over the columns are provided for . 
but the negative moments perpendicular to the 
sides of the panels are, as a rule, entirely 
neglected, although they have about the same 
numerical value as the maximum positive mo
ments.”
Dr. Eddy denies (1) the necessity of reinforcing 

against these negative moments perpendicular to the 
sides of the panels; (2) that Prof. Talbot’s test loadings 
tend to prove this necessity.

(1) In his above writings Dr. Eddy refers to his 
book “Reinforced Concrete Floor Slabs.” The writer 
obtained this book, thinking that it was a pure profes
sional treatise, but found it to be mixed up with adver
tising matters for Mr. Turner’s system. If nothing else, 
the' writer had the surprising satisfaction of finding that 
Dr Eddy not only arrived at the result that the above- 

tioned negative moments exist, but that they havemen
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; MIN®'WIRELESS TELEPHONY IN BRITISH

An invention of Josef Heinrich Reineke, a system 
less telephony, which has been installed in the Dinni^ 
colliery, near Rotheram, has been found to give eX<^ n0w 
results. The invention is used widely in Germany ; an 0f 
that the British home office order for the installa ^ ^ 
underground telephones in mines has come into <-> ^ ayd 
English company has been formed to work the paten > j

the patent has been S ^ 
f m rit is that signalling ^

__________________ . distance of at leaS ^
the Dinnington colliery, stationary instruments^

the Postmaster’s license to use 
to W. Holmes, M.I.E.E. Its chi 
take place through solid rock over 
mile. At__  _
fixed at given points in the mine, and each station c‘lv- 
municate with any other station. In addition, each 
colliers may be provided with a portable telephone, 

into communication with the stationar
is that

are

of

can be brought into communication wun me si»»- c0fli- 
phones in case of need. A further advantage is 1 pit 
munication can be maintained from the pit head or sClibf<* 
bottom with the moving cage. The apparatus is e‘
as follows :— . Idinar)'

“The instruments are exactly like those used in 
telephoning, consisting of receiver, transmitter an ^ee 
The battery is of the dry-cell type, and has a life 0 ^ as 

The portable instrument contains^ the same P ^ eJr 
the fixed one, and weights about twenty pounds. * 
closed in a box, and can be carried from one part o f tel6' 
to the other. The instruments are fixed up like or<^in^Tg ca<1' 
phones, but instead of a wire connection two wires ' ^stanC6 
nected from each instrument to some metallic trart>" 
buried in the ground. Connection can be made to t 
way lines in the pit or to water pipes or any c°n 
metallic substance in the workings.”

years.

iff1

somewhat daring whenis extremely light and seems 
compared with designs made by other engineers.

(2) The test loading, conducted by Prof. Talbot» 
that the writer especially had in mind, was that in 
Deere and Webber building, described fully in Bulle 
64 of the University of Illinois, published January, ’ 
(Tests of Reinforced Concrete Buildings Under Loa > 
page 88 and following). This test loading appears 
writer to have been carried through in a careful way ^ 
to be of unusual importance as it has been conducte ^ 
an actual building with almost the same exactness 
studying the results as can be obtained in a labora

to the
and

test.
The floors were calculated for 225 lbs. for sq- 

at a test load of 350 lbs. per sq. ft. cracks. appea^ 
along the sides of the panels which plainly indicated

These cracks are plottednegative bending moments.
Fig. 75 of the Bulletin. ,

In conclusion, the writer would quote what 
Talbot says with regard to these cracks : “Another 
of cracks (besides those about the column heads) w 
developed only under the maximum load of 350 lbs- P 
sq. ft. is significant. These cracks ran along the ce^otl 
line of the cross bands, being easily traced in the P°r ^ 
about half way between columns, growing fainter ^ 
wards the columns, and disappearing entirely m ^ 
cases before reaching the crack over the edge o ^ 
capital. Evidently there is negative bending momeii ^ 
these sections. These cracks, we believe, had not ^ 
observed before, probably because other building ^ 
have not been so extensive, and because cracks have 
ordinarily been very carefully observed.”

V. J. elmont.
Montreal, Que., Oct. 17th, 1913.

far greater values than those given in his paper (though 
the writer disagrees with the procedure by which Dr. 
Eddy arrives at these high values).

In spite of this, to state that they do not need to be 
taken into consideration and resisted by reinforcement 

It must be granted to Dr. Eddy thatis rather strange. _ , , ,
so far no flat slab in reinforced concrete has failed on 
account of lack of this reinforcement, but at the same 
time, no well-trained structural engineer would consider 
this circumstance to be a proof that this reinforcement 

and neither is any proof contained inwas unnecessary 
the fact that flat; slabs, designed without this reinforce
ment, are able “to carry twice the live load without 
failure, and have done this for months at a time without 
signs of distress, a kind of test to which no other form 
of structure could be safely subjected.” These last lines, 
quoted from Dr. Eddy’s discussion above, together with 
the following lines

“It may be an open question as 
should be regarded as a sufficient and satisfac-

But it

to what

tory test of a given type of structure, 
would seem as though one which no other type 
of structure could equal should be so regarded.”

certainly form the most astonishing engineering state- 
that the writer has ever seen in print.

First of all, it is not sufficient for an engineer to 
know that a structure is still standing carrying twice the 
live load ; the important thing to know is how much 
greater load it would be able to carry without failing. 
Furthermore^ the writer would like to show Dr. Eddy 
that there is nothing extraordinary when a flat slab 
carries twice the live load for such a period as months 
at a time.” That load is only a comparatively small 

of what it ought to be able to carry before
numerous

percentage
failing. Dr. Eddy might, perhaps, know that 
very careful experiments have shown that reinforced 
Crete slabs, reinforced with the usual percentage and kind 
of’steel, are able to carry at least three times the total 
load (live + dead) for which it has been calculate 1 
The load Dr. Eddy is so proud of is

p = 2 x live load + Z x dead load;

con-

or, P = 2 x p + l x g;
but it should be possible to load these slabs—of course 
only when properly designed—with,

Q = 3xp + 3xg.
Taking g = Yi p, we obtain,

P = 2.5 p, 
and, Q = 4-5 P'<

thus P is only about 55% of what a correctly reinforced 
flat slab should carry before failing.

Dr. Eddy’s statement that “no other form of struc
ture could be safely subjected to a test load equal to 
twice the live load” is, in the writer’s knowledge, incor
rect; it seems to indicate that Dr. Eddy’s design would 
not be effective beyond that test load. A remedy for this 
could no doubt be effected if Dr. Eddy were to adopt the 
reinforcement as advised in the writer’s paper, and take 
the positive bending moment at the centre of the slab,

Wl
, which is alsoas derived in the paper, to be about

close to the bending moment, given in the new building 
regulations for the city of Cleveland. The writer noticed 
on page 878, Vol. 24, of this paper that Dr. Eddy figures

It is also stated “that Mr. Turner’s design

23

Wl
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E NGINEERING is such a material thing, such a 
practical thing, and such an engrossing thing, 
that it is very difficult to talk abo it in the ab- 
stract. Moreover, the engineer known as a 

t/*n wh° does things, and one who is doing things is 
T° busy to talk. You will, therefore, appreciate the 

eater difficulty experienced by on who is suppose to 
atl engineer talking in the ahstr ct on such a subject
engineering.

SlJ, . *n °rder that we may have some appreciation oMhe
UnH^eCt’ *s necessary for us to arrive at some 
Kp erstanding of the two words “Engineering 
cItfir°lcssion.” although I cannot promise you that t ese 

nitions will entirely sweep away the mist.
Professions.”—We all have our ideas what a pro- 

n is, yet it might be very difficult for us to name 
Professions and, having named them, to state 

why they are professions. Probably the rs o 
that P^^ssions that would come to our mind wou 
pG(j 0 hiw, medicine and theology. Later we won 
rujp,^0^’ dentistry, architecture, and surveying. 
doni;1 eyen f?° so far as to add engineering. e p • 
Prot na.tln8 characteristic of all these callings is 
StitiefCt!on by law and their recognition as law u y c 
thern 6<] bodies by the powers that be and by t le Pe

Th, distinguishing feature of a profess«>n 
and lf: requires its members to have specia 
tom u Perf°rm mental rather than physical la ior. 
bis li af. decreed that an individual member mus 
tive ‘Ve iho°d by his chosen profession. The represe 
Or an°Clety °r societies of each profession have a w 
am0n Unvrritten code of ethics. This code rÇqu >
a m gat other things, that the remuneration receiv 
UCe^ ,er for his services shall not be in any way 
the Dr uPon the result of his work,, or, in oter ’
a la?v°fessional man may not share in the profi s. ’
on thyer may not, theoretically at least accep 
in e"pe understanding that he will be re ompensed only
doctor'" of a victory over the opposing paI,'V’ ,-
ing. I -nay not perform an operation on the understand 
Cat his fee will be greater if his patient should hve 
feco* -ould be if he should die. Further the law 
*n co,. *ZerS’ more or less, certain fees that mus ^
survey1 f°r the services of certain professional me , 1
learnt- for example. You will doubtless be pleased^
for attpaj the law allows a surveyor six dollars 
nary endance at court, while engineers and other 
cmoium °rta’s receive one. dollar and a quarter

ment for

*s dUe standing of
'Uen drRely to the character, a 

Th5aged therein.
!>It of s°cieties representing the professions 
S ta[ "lf; interest that the leaders of the professions 
U'aed as en ’n order that the professions may )e 

SUcb by the world at large.

and

fessio
***ciny

rpasons
dir

as an

such

theare

Generally speaking, a man is no longer considered 
a member of a profession when he ceases to earn his 
livelihood by the practice of the profession, 
leaving his calling to become a vendor of real estate is 
no longer considered a dentist, although he has had his 
training and may still be holding his diploma. A doctor 
may have received all his degrees and may have prac
tised for decades, but let him devote his energies to com
mercially exploiting, say, some well-tried prescription, 
and the medical profession no longer recognizes him as a 
member. And so we see that the connçction of earning 
that which is needful to purchase food, clothing and the 
necessities of life is intimately connected with the recog
nition of a person as a member of a profession.

A dentist

“Engineering.”—It is much more difficult to define 
engineering. What is an engineer? I confess I have 
been trying for twenty-five years to find out—and I am 
still trying. I remember two boys, now both on the list 
of graduates of this university, arguing about whether 
a civil engineer should know all about a locomotive or 

He thought he should. I didn’t know. The othernot.
fellow is now practising surveying. Once I heard a 
j'udge of the Supreme Court of the United States struggle 
with the definition of an engineer in a brilliant twenty- 
minute speech, and he wound up by concluding that he 
didn’t know anything definite about engineers excepting 
that they were j'olly good fellows. In the daily press we 
often read of engineers, but before we get through the 
description we are fully aware that the person referred 
to drove locomotive No. 522 between two given stations 
at seventy miles an hour, or that he was the man who 
turned the throttle valve of the engine in the hold of the 
excursion boat.

The term “engineer” is very much overworked. It 
is not surprising that the great public gets confused in 
the multiplicity of engineers that are sometimes referred 
to. There are the civil engineer, the mechanical engineer, 
the military engineer, the electrical engineer, the hydrau
lic engineer, the sanitary engineer, the municipal en
gineer, the production engineer, the publicity engineer, 
the mining engineer, the chemical engineer, the struc
tural engineer, the bridge engineer, the elevator engineer 
the harbor engineer, the stationary engineer, the govern
ment engineer, the city engineer, the town engineer, the 
tunnel engineer, the county engineer, the marine en
gineer, the railway engineer and the consulting engineer.

Mr. Dunn, the president of the American Institute 
of Electrical Engineers, in Boston last year referred to 
twenty-seven recognized classes of engineers, and. I 
understand that someone of a statistical turn of mind 
has succeeded in isolating qver one hundred and ten 

and distinct varieties of the bacterium Engineeri- 
Is it any wonder the public gets

.

separate
Universalis.ous

Compared with the professional men of law, medi-
comes to the at-cine and theology, the engineer never

P ROFESSIONENGINEERING AS A

SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ENGINEER AND OF HIS PROFESSION THA 1

ARE NOT 
UNIVERSITY OF

GENERALLY KNOWN—EXTRACTS FROM AN ADDRESS TO THE 
TORONTO ENGINEERING SOCIETY, OCTOBER 15th, 1913

By WALTER J. FRANCIS, C.E.,
Consulting Engineer, Montreal
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based its definition on the same formulae in the word 
“the profession whereby the great sources of power ^ 
nature are converted, adapted and applied for the u 
and convenience of man. ” With definitions such as t 
given us by two of the leading English-speaking engin<fa' 
ing organizations, it is not surprising that the public 
spme difficulty in comprehending what an engineer rea 
is; that is, assuming that these definitions ever reac 
the public. I think it may fairly be said that you cou 
not be considered much of an engineer when you 
learned to overcome the law of gravity and stood on 
to direct that great source of power in nature

It has truly been said that ^ ^ 
greatest source of power in nature is the tongue 0 ^ 
woman, nevertheless, to your engineering ability _ 
not be applied any other definition than that of Q 
triving” when you succeeded in getting your mother^ 
persuade your father to buy your first rubber boots, 
are told that this definition of Tredgold was pnm3^ 
intended to distinguish the military engineer from .p 
civil engineer. I think there might be some difficu y 
endeavoring to apply Tredgold’s definition of - .,-tary 
gineer to the military engineer, because that. mi1 
engineer would not find it easy to convince his en

and convenienc
arg^

tention of the public as a learned man doing things. Let 
a man be a member of one of the other professions and 

he begins to accomplish things he will be 
Let a geologist make a speech on his chosen 

subject and the newspapers of the land will blaze forth 
with startling headlines that Professor Geologus has 
unlocked the great secrets which Mother Earth has hid
den in her bosom for millions of years. Professor Haul- 
tain accounts for this by the fact that the geologist takes 
time to tell the people what he is doing and what he 
thinks he has discovered. Let the lawyer defend some 
celebrity, whether famous or notorious, and before many 
hours the whole world will know it and will be gazing 
upon indifferent pictures of that lawyer. It is, probably, 
safe to say that the engineer may devote his life to 
the service of the world and die doing his duty, and yet 
never be heard of during his career, unless he unfortu
nately make an error in judgment or a slip of some kind.
I venture to suggest that Quebec Bridge was 
widely known by its failure than it or any other bridge 
will be in its success. I do not know that the engineer 
cares particularly about publicity, for he is too busy doing 
things. I am referring now only to the recognition or 
non-recognition of his professional existence by the great 
public. Anyway, he is too busy doing things to stop for 
the sake of publicity. One of the powers that the en
gineer under-rates is the power of the press. Summing 
up, it would appear that the public has, at the best, a 
very hazy idea of what engineering is. Every engine 
runner of the country is an engineer, no matter whether 
he operates a locomotive or a threshing engine. Even 
the plumbers try to play on the title and have in our own 
country succeeded in getting an association incorporated 
under the name of the Canadian Society of Sanitary En
gineers. All respect to the man who can wipe joints 
and collect his bills of world-famous magnitude, but it 
looks very much like trespassing on the dignity of the 
name of the great recognized engineering body of Can
ada, the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers. It is, 
indeed, a most fortunate thing that the motorman does 
not term himself a street car engineer, that the chauffeur 
does not call himself an automobile engineer, and that 
the aviator does not wish to be known as a monoplane 
or biplane engineer. I was just wondering, if the analogy 
were carried on, what the man would call himself who 
runs a wheelbarrow.

Engineering Societies and Engineering Defined.—
There are in every country recognized engineering societies 
having for their object the betterment of the profession and 
the uplifting of its members, all of whom are required to 
have certain pre-requisites of training and experience. 
In Canada there is the Canadian Society of Civil En
gineers, in Great Britain the Institution of Civil En
gineers. In the United States the American Society of 
Civil Engineers takes a corresponding place with, how
ever, the addition of very strong societies known as the 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, the American 
Institute of Electrical Engineers and the American Insti
tute of Mining Engineers. We have in Canada also the 
Mining Institute of Canada. In the constitution of the 
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers and of the Institu
tion of Civil Engineers the art of engineering is defined, 
but, so far as I know, no definition is given by the other 
bodies I have named. The definition used by the Institu
tion is that devised by Tredgold, well nigh a century 
ago. He calls engineering “the art of directing the great 
sources of power in nature for the use and convenience 
of man.” The Canadian Society of Civil Engineers has

as soon as 
heard of.

end

to y°ur
the

use and convenience.

more

ivil en-a c

that the cannon balls were for the use
left toof said enemy, even if there were any enemy 

with. Maybe my lack of soldier enthusiasm prompts ^ 
The conflicts for the necessities of hie 

surely serious enough without adding other strug , 
blazing with uniforms, glittering with cold stee; ^ 
reeking with blood. But we must not forget that m^>’ 
olden days much of what is now known as “public w .eS 
was done under the direction of the military aut °^e 
who possessed the only complete organization of t e ^ 

Professor Swain has perhaps unconsciously gre 
definition which, it seems to me, excels all others, 
he calls engineering “the application of the a^ ^ 
nature, the principles of mechanics and materials 0 
struction to the business of the world.” It seem.s r;ng 

have in these words a definition of engm

the

remark.
afld

of

that we 
in its broadest sense.

Engineering Training.—This definition ^r*n^ aS a 
right up to the present moment speaking to Wu o.rejt 
body of young men who have entered one of tic ”ply 
engineering schools to learn something of how to ^ 
“the laws of nature, the principles of mechanics^ 
the materials of construction to the business Its
world. ” You have come to a great institution-^ q0 
graduates are to be found everywhere making £°° soUth> 
from Tyrrell on the north to Laschinger on t ie ^ 
start with Lash in Java and encircle the world, an ^ to 
will find the alumni of Toronto. I myself am 
be on the same list as Duggan, Stern, Thomson, ^nguSi 
Ross, Deacon, Mitchell, Fairbairn, Speller, t ^et, 
Chalmers—I should not have started to name * ieindreds 
sonally, because they should be named by the lj. It 
—an honor list of which everyone should be Pr° ‘‘if 
has been said of Sir Christopher Wren in St. Pan ^ $ay 
you would see his monument look around yoU- j^raitf1 
to you, if you would see the monument of John o'
just look around the world at the engineering a
Toronto.

The definition necessarily implies broad-m'n 
You cannot be a good engineer and be narrow ^e( 
So, do not forget that this broad Dominion ofleS
universities, older ones in the Old East and new ^ U(ii' 
in the New West. Queen’s and McGill are gr the

universitiesversifies. There are many great



fâtes. England has a great number of the highest en- 
Steering schools in the world. So has France. Ger
many Was well advanced with engineering training be- 
®re some of the other countries began to be serious

about it.
en • ^Ut y°ur university training will not make you an 

- ^lneer. It will equip you to become an engineer if 
en§'ineering spirit were born in you. By hard work 
the application of the training you will here receive 

y°u will, I

the

trust, all become engineers.
s ^0u are now, doubtless, realizing the difficulties 
jn^r°^nchng “engineering as a profession.’’ Eliminat- 
1 F a" those engineers who share in the profits of their 
Co °rS> be seen that it reduces the number to a
WithParatively smah number of men—small as compare 
m the number composing the profession of law or 
Jdicme. Vet, it cannot be said that those eliminated 
jn not engineers. On the contrary, they are engineers 
bv eV?.ry sense of the word, and they are so recognize 
U a the great national engineering organizations. 
COn/ of the leading ship builders, bridge builders an 
and itCt0rs are amongst the best engineers of the world, 
honor ' haVC and are occupying* the topmost positions o 

r m the engineering world.
sh0„i^e 'dea °f a part of the engineers taking, a stan 
ing- f er to shoulder with the other professions.is grow 
in .ast:' . Already a powerful movement is taking p ace 
the ; ' F d*rection, and it is interesting to note here t a 
on, 'UJefatigabk secretary of the only really professional 

°f engineers was a member of the class o 
eriCg" Ï refer to Eugene W. Stern, secretary of the Am- 
Pass/1 *nstitute of Consulting Engineers. Let me, in 
shin caH attention to the pre-requisites of mem er 
be at ,ldl these professional engineers. A member muS 
‘n thP • 1 35 years of age, he must be actively engaged
a fui, 'dependent practice of the profession, he mus e 
bod,- meLmber of one of the great recognized engineering 
attain’,he must have a high character, he must have 
•bust ^ a degree of eminence in the profession, an e 
reali,p be engaged in contracting. When you come to 
i-ec0gn. e re()uirements for admission to any of the 
Other *Fed engineering bodies and add to that a 
the st tPflations that have been named, you will see a 
big p nc|ard set up by the American Institute of Consu - 
Sb°uld ïlneers is one of which the engineering 
and nfbe Proud. The membership is jealously guarde 
tb'nk f.LC°Urse> it is not great in numbers. # At preseii 
to s0m ere are less than 70. This organization il us ra 
a's a nr FXtent the difficulties surrounding “engineer! g 
Fineerin0fFS8ion.” One is forced to conclude that e 
Fe ConfiS *s too great and too comprehensive o 
m the bned within the narrow limits of a P«>fesf>°n 
^fesent arne Way as law and medicine. As it 00 ( 
n’2ed ’ We should associate ourselves with the r 
% ^engineering bodies first and, later, if our choice
5.lneers nT that direction, the Institute of 

*an sQ . n the meantime study the work that t e

a«t=
p. the D ea e$tat men
f'teer. °dl'cers place the gncui

ann e,Uveen these extremes live — ,
ri % gc . shall leave you, each for himself, P 
t>s 0°rdinS as they may, in your judgment, be P 
^ the°a n®n'Producers. Under our present social sys 

aericulturist must come first, because we

whole question that there are m 
people, the producer and the 

nttom of the non-producers
speculators. At the P 

urist and the en- 
all the other cali-

I

must

have food and clothing. Next in order in the world’s 
progress is the engineer. The Indian in his native state, 
the Arab with his caravan has no need of the engineer. 
The farther we get from the primitive the greater the 
need of those who are able to apply to our use and con
venience the great sources of power in nature. The mar
velous advances of the last century are engineering ad
vances. The other professions are older than engineer
ing. Art is centuries old, yet it is a question if the art 
of to-day is on the same plane as that of Greece and Rome 
centuries ago. The grandest examples of the work of 
modern architects are based on the ancient orders, and 
the advances of architecture in modern times'are due to 
the engineer in introducing steel skeletons and reinforced 
concrete. In surgery wonderful progress has been made 
within a lifetime, but the skill of noted surgeons was de
veloped only through the medium of the engineer’s handi
work in fine instruments and electrical appliances. The 
physician heals the sick and deals with individuals, while 
the engineer holds in his hand the health of towns, cities 
and nations. The preacher has no particular use for the 
engineer excepting as illustrations in sermons. The law
yer lives on the engineer’s quarrels and on the relations 
which by his ingenuity he has set up betwêen others. 
The teacher helps to prepare the embryo engineer for his 
admission into a cold-blooded world and promptly for
gets him in the future pursuit of embryology.

It is the engineer who harnesses the Niagaras of 
the world to transform the night of our cities into noon
day and to turn the wheels of commerce. It is the en
gineer who develops the mining and furnishes the metal 
with which he builds machines that by their ingenuity 
compel us to stand in awe and admiration. It is the en
gineer who produces the steel to form a network of high
ways over our continents and that makes possible the 
myriads of floating palaces on our oceans. It is the en
gineer who has abolished famine and pestilence. It is 
the engineer who has annihilated distance with his tele
graph and his telephone. It is the engineer who has 
made possible the conquest of the air. It is the engineer 
who places in the hand of the president of a nation the 
power whereby he is able with a touch to remove from a 
point thousands of miles away a barrier of nature separ
ating two oceans. It is the engineer who furnishes the 
worker in the golden west with the machines whereby 
millions of bushels of wheat are each year made ready 
to enter the hopper that the engineer has constructed. 
It is the engineer who has made Canada of to-day what 
she is.

In concluding, Mr. Francis referred to the foregoing 
generalities as being accomplished by the summation of 
the efforts of individuals, and he impressed upon the 
members of the society the necessity of upholding the 
high ideals of the engineering profession.

RAPID DAM CONSTRUCTION.

Near San Antonio, Texas, a concrete dam 164 ft. high, 
a- d having a crest length of 1,580 ft., was recently com
peted in 12 months. It contained 300,000 cubic yards of 
concrete, and forms part of an irrigation scheme for an area 
f about 60,000 acres. It has a spillway 1,200 ft. long, which 

F livers into an adjoining ravine. The delivery of the water 
. ]VOived the use of semi-circular sheet-metal flumes, one of 
which was supported on towers for a length of 1,500 ft., the 

height being 95 ft.greatest
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THE LEONARD LOCOMOTIVE AND CAR SHOPS 
OF THE NATIONAL TRANSCONTINENTAL 

RAILWAY AT QUEBEC, P.Q.
HE general layout of the repair shops of the Na

tional Transcontinental Railway at Quebec, P-Q-, 
is such as to show that not only has convenience 
of operation been the general principle governing 

the design, but that future needs have also been provided 
Each shop is capable of extension without mter-

be in-

T
for.
faring with any other, and any department can 
creased separately as occasion may require.

There are eleven buildings in all, of various dimen
sions, each suitably designed for the special work to 
be done in them. These buildings consist of a locomo
tive, erecting, machine and boiler shop, forge shop, 
freight car shop, power house, planing mill, dry kiln, 
lumber shed, forge stores and scrap bins, oil house, 
stores, and office building for the executive staff. The 
total area covered is about five and one-half acres. The 
locomotive, erecting, boiler and machine shops are all 
under one roof, and arranged as shown in the plan 
(Fig. i). The building is 602 ft. 6 in. in length and 152 
ft. wide. It is shown in cross-section in Fig. 2.

In the erecting shop there are eighteen pits, placed 
transversely, and over them a 120-ton crane operates, 
lifting locomotives into and removing them from, their

crane operates over therespective positions. A 20-ton 
same area at a few feet lower level. It carries small 
material, and is designed for light and rapid service.

The transverse-pit layout has the advantage of doing 
away with many side doors in the building for the in- 
and-out movement of locomotives. There are two doors, 
conveniently placed, through which engines and material 
enter and leave. It will be noted that this arrangement 
is economical in the matter of heating. It dispenses also 
with the necessity of a transfer-table, with all its incon
venience from snow and ice. The practically unbroken 
side-wall permits the use of jib cranes, one serving the 
fronts of two locomotives, being capable of lifting smoke
stacks, main valves, smoke-box doors and rings, etc. 
The use of these very handy cranes would be most diffi
cult if the wall of the shop had been cut up into a series
of doors.

The cross-section of the shop (Fig. 2) shows the 
position of the cranes. The large crane is carried on a 
series of built-up columns, so that the heavy load 
is central over the line of foundations. As one crane 
does the work of lifting and placing each locomotive, 
there is no chance of confusion such as might occur when 

used, and where two men do the work.two cranes are 
The single powerful crane has also the advantage over 
the usual twin-crane arrangement in economy of first 
cost and maintenance.

All the overhead cranes are provided with effective 
safety appliances. One of the most important of these 
appliances prevents the load from being “over-wound” 
by the lifting-drum. It consists of a device which, when 
the maximum lift has been reached, automatically opens 
a switch on the hoisting circuit, thereby cutting off the 
current, and suddenly removing the driving power. The 
cessation of the current immediately brings into powerful 
action a gravity-operated brake, which is normally held 
out of service by the flow of current.

The direction in which the midway crane operates 
is a new departure in railway shop construction, and sub
stantial advantages are secured. The midway is laid put 
so as to be alongside of the shops, and not at the ends 
of the buildings, as is frequently the case. The object
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°* this arrangement is that when 
Material is brought by the midway 
cj"ane from the storehouse, forge 
shop, or foundry to the machine, 
erecting or boiler shop, it is placed 
at t*1e door nearest to the machine 
?n which the material will be 
andled, or to the engine upon 

'T *ch it will be used. ...
e delivery of material is 

centrated at one spot at the extreme 
^n.d °f the building. It avoids dis- 
tr>bution from

In this way
not con-

a congested area, 
obviates long haul through 

‘he shop.
^ Point as near as possible to its 
estination, and economy of time 

h*1 ,lab°r. as well as 
andling, is thus secured.

Material is laid down at

I
in

¥
£

system of placing mac nes 
t . that the movement of ma- 
the'a^ he in one direction, and 

e distance over which any loco
motive

tiis

$

Ipart is carried will not be 
Htecessarily lengthened by jour-

back f°rWard from 

one-
Ione machine and 

The continuousto another.
Way movement of material saves 

r e ar>d labor and prevents inter
ference.
a 't'he pits in the lr comotive shops 

,e s_upplied with '«team, compress- 
air» hot and cold water. De

risions in the pit walls carry the 
^*Pes. By this arrangement the 

0rk’ng space in the pits is not 
®stricted, ami the pipes are not 

K,.Cre they can be easily damaged 
th XVOrhmen cropping material on 
s ®rn > and thus while being quite 
a e> they are out of the way.
. The forge shop and the boiler shop are 

l aced as near as possible to the power 
This is important, for in the case o 

l e fprge shop, where hammers are operated 
y live steam, the short distance between 

tT,.er and hammer reduces condensation and 
J^frs steam where it is required vvith 
inma11 ]oss. A -similar condition holds good 

. a sense, for the delivery of compressed 
t, to the boiler shop machinery. The nearer 

source of supply, the less the pipe fnc- 
tuvolved and the smaller the losses due

I
tim

by

tion
fo thJŒ t°,Lt km Sn™Te|m=,-%of comm™i- 
«»èZbMwe«” »•« various shops. The b-^e 
arran S and supplies are protected by « ^ A

to be readily put i" use in case of rf
Conohr Protection is afforded by reason of th

®te and steel in the various structures. u
nam Jle shops are situated at Quebec, and ave ^a.

»«;tia~<^o C,etu=n.e «su't^
The and Ml value received for the money expe . 
the s- fanent and substantial character o t e s P ^ 
the cS °/ fhe plant will be of material advantag ^ 

y of Quebec, by providing steady emp Y

and

I

1
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THE MUNICIPAL ENGINEER AND PUBLIC 
HEALTH.

a considerable number of men the year round. The whole 
plant has been laid out in such a way that the latest and 

modern railway practice has been provided for, 
and the design will be second to none in the country.

The plant has. been laid out under the supervision 
of Mr. Gordon Grant, Chief Engineer. The design of 
the plant, the relative size, arrangement and position of 
the buildings, together with the selection of the machinery 
and appliances, has been entrusted to Mr. W. J- Press, 
Mechanical Engineer, who has had charge of similar work 
at the Transcona Shops of the National Transcontinental 
Railway, which are now being operated, and which, in 
general plan and in kind and quality of equipment, are 
of the most up-to-date type. The Transcona and the 
Leonard Shops (when the latter is completed) will embody 
the latest design and the most modern practice, enabling 
them to be operated with a very high degree of efficiency. 
Altogether they will form a most valuable addition to 
the second of the great National “cross-continent high
ways of Canada.

The contract for the construction of the shops was 
recently awarded to Mr. Joseph Gosselin, of Pt. Levis, 
Que., and construction work is under way.

most themselvesHE variety of problems that arrange . 
under the heading of “Duties of Municipal 
gineers,” is constantly being added to, and eac 
unit continues to expand. Those which have 

deal with public health were summarized by Mr- J' 
Antonisen, superintendent, Brandon Municipal Railway) 
in a paper which was read at the Public Health Congre 
in Regina some weeks ago. The subject was dealt wi 
without effort toward comprehensiveness, but indu 
those items only that fall within the borders of the e 
gineer’s work toward the establishment of a healthy c° 
munity. According to Mr. Antonisen, they constitute -

A pure, plentiful water suppU’

T

following lengthy list :
proper sewage system ; effective drainage system 
organized system of collecting and destroying the gar ag^ 
sanitary lighting, heating and ventilating system for ** 
public buildings and private houses ; development of P° 
to operate our public utilities and factories ; cheap and s 
means of transportation, both by urban and intcrui' 
and the larger railroad lines ; proper construction of _ 
ways, roads, pavements and sidewalks ; efficient 
tenance and cleaning of our streets ; proper city P1jLnn.1t-eS) 
liberal provision for park areas in our congested ci 
and for playgrounds, public baths, comfort stations, 
a hundred other items, which all come within the sc 
of the engineer’s duties.

Of these, the first several are prominently impor 
and are dealt with by Mr. Antonisen as follows.

Water Supply.—When the pioneer goes - _ t 
known regions to find a new home for himself, h_is ^ 
problem is : Where can water be obtained for all km g 
domestic purposes? He locates his house near a a ^s(t 
river or a creek, and when other settlers follow, they 
the same question with respect to water supply- 
therefore, not purely accidental that the majori y^^ 
villages, towns and cities are located near rivers 
lakes.

A NEW CHEMICAL INVENTION.

While Mr. Henry S. Blackmore, one of the most dis-
was in Ottawa, he taut’tinguished chemists of the United States, 

claimed that he had perfected a process of not only lique
fying, but also of solidifying natural gas, and that either the 
liquid or solid could be used as a motor fuel. The fluid is 
ethereal in character, like gasoline ; and from 8 to 10 gallons 
are produced from 1,000 cubic feet of gas. 
the advantage over gasoline both in that it can be produced 
at a first cost of two cents per gallon, and in that it leaves 
no carbon deposit to clog the cylinder. In the form of a 
solid, a cubic foot of the fuel weights about 5 pounds, and 
comprises the condensed product of 2,500 cubic feet of 
natural gas. It has the appearance of crystallized paraffin, 
softens to putty-like consistency at 212 degrees, and at 3x2 
degrees turns to gas again. The solid also is superior to 
gasoline in that a cubic foot of it will carry an automobile 
12 to 15 times as far as a cubic foot of gasoline, and in that 
the solid as well as the liquid is safe to handle. Interests 
controlling the inventions of Mr. Blackmore have secured 
large gas fields in the United States and in Canada, and 
will manufacture this motor fuel at 10 cents per gallon or 
less ; and natural gas in blocks will be shipped from the wells 
to the consumer.

into un-

This fluid has

The pioneer’s cabin becomes surrounded by se ^ 
houses ; in course of time a village or small town fU ^ 
up, and the community is gradually confronted wi 
the problems which have just been enumerated. . n5; 
the so-called practical men try to solve these ques 
but sooner or later in the development of each tov^n’^at 
time comes when it becomes apparent to everybo y^eJ. 
the state of things bespeak the need of an engi ^ 

By advertisement or by application to some lar»e 
a number of candidates for the position are obtaine ’^eit 
after due consideration the community selects ^ 
county or town engineer, who is then expected, gj] 
salary of $75 to $125 per month, to be an exper 
branches of civil engineering. Thus the average^jngs 
engineer puts up a bold front, commences to lit ^ jeaps 
into shape and, although he makes many daring ^ 
into darkness, he generally lands on his feet. 1 a0<j 
stant hard work and diligent study, seeking a<^vlCre e*' 
information in engineering literature and from jno 
perienced colleagues, he gradually develops. °ve]0p' 
modern wizard—the city engineer. During his ° orRS, 
ment period he has laid out systems for wateI2vVayS> 
sewerage, built sidewalks, streets, bridges, su 
sewage disposal plants, reservoirs, water towers, 
incinerators, grandstands, race tracks, and a t 0 
other things. pUiflP

As long as the town is small it is contented anV 
the water from a river or lake and using it wit 01

WIRELESS RESEARCH.

The International Wireless Company has decided on the 
organization of committees in all the countries adhering to 
the wireless telegraph treaty, which was signed at London, 
in July, 1912, to aid the governments in extensive wireless 
observations and experiments. These will be carried out with 
the object, first, of determining a wav to insure constancy 
and steadiness of wireless waves ; secondly, measuring the 
variations in the signals and atmosphere disturbances at the 
different stations ; third, comparing the intensity of the 
signals. These experiments will be conducted simultaneously 
on three days of each week, beginning in January. Special 
meteorological observations will also be made once a month. 
Reports of the work of the committees will be made to the 
wireless conference at Brussels in 1914 with a view to 
legislation.



kind of treatment ; it is considered all right to discharge 
raw sewage into the creek or river or lake, as long as t e 
waterworks intake pipe is up-stream and the sewer out- 
let down-stream ; or, in case of a lake supply, a couple 
°f miles apart ; but when the death rate rises up to uncom- 
0l*table figures, then the first question asked is. a^e 

We S°t a pure water supply? The overworked, busy ci y 
j^gineer has worried ver this question in idle moments, 
between midnight n sunrise generally, and has, per- 
faPs, formed an o inion of what steps should be taken 
o — 1 * mf-amination of an existing pu

Ripply, or procure a better supply than one already con 
taminated. Sound advice to the city engineer is : _ Vet 
l^r council’s permission to employ a consulting engineer 

known repute ; lay all your information, toge er 
cur own opinions, before him, and then let 1111 ec 

*hat should be done. It is well-spent money to employ 
e consulting engineer, and when he has wor se 'h« Project, f„d it pr„;.s a success, give him the full 
€dlt for it, although you have furnished him with ^ 

u* information ; because, if his scheme oes no 
unconditional success, he gets more than is u 
the blame.

some

water supply has 
ttention to the

k Sewage Disposal.—Once a pure

, e public health ; not alone in his own tov ,
to nil the inhabitants of the drainage area 

tu n '-be stream or bordering upon the lake in o 
£ sewage is being discharged. It was considered sut 
a‘ent.°nce upon a time to discharge the sewage raw

stream or a fairly large lake, and then trust 
trü ature for the rest ; but Nature fails to respon ^
Posa/ a,nd We engineers are obliged to erect sewa 

Plants, a better name for which would, by 
sewage treatment plants. t

renri^*1'S treatment of sewage in such a mnnne/, JL 0f 
Z’er h harmless is probably the greatest problem J 
be tern engineering authority, and one that s o . j 
Plantmp€red with, because a poorly or wrongly des g j 
Saï ls Worse than no plant at all. The province o 
Whick Chewan is to be congratulated upon rj-he
Prov" t.hls important problem is being dea w ' ^;ng 
this *n?laI Government has very strict ru esObject. They employ their own experts, whos ^ 

always be obtained in designing a sys >
S of which must be approved by the government. ^

Whicin connection with this matter there is oa®^en(ja. 
tion , c°uld possibly be made a subject o rec tj,ese 
Plantl0 the gemment, and that is the operation of these 
tifiZ /fter they are installed. No matter how 
const y a PIant is designed, nor how properly it has
is no UCîed- if a properly trained and enthusiastic ma^
obSer P aced in charge of the operation to take p P 

> of the results and see that proper resul 
htained, the plant will be a dismal failure.

8ineer ; Eviction forced itself upon me, while c. j 
a ^cientnifiMoose Jaw, that the government ought^
atld contrit,3 ^ trained person m charg as well
9S ‘ ïUtC a P01-'100 of the cost of his sala. y
and reI; °f an experimental station, so < the
oper^hable records could be obtained regarding

n °f the different plants.
?npply3rbfage Destruction.—Assuming, now, f'if/there is 
,n Srm-PUre water has been secured, and that there 
$o .snecrat'on a plant where the sewage is being rea 

CCessfully, that it ceases to be a menace to

dow

be

Wee canPian

the

public health. The system of collecting and destroying 
garbage is another important question. It is not ex
aggerating to claim that inside the limits of every city in 
Canada there are always hundreds of tons of garbage 

less advanced state of decay with the
The air is

lying in a more or
resulting dangers to children and adults, 
poisoned by the emanating odors, but in spite of all this 
some cities are very careless and indifferent towards the 
garbage problem.

Here is a broad field for the engineer to organize a 
proper system of collecting garbage regularly and then 
also destroying it properly. When a town has grown to 
a size of 15,000 inhabitants, it can afford, and should 
erect, a garbage destructor which, when properly con
structed and carefully managed, can be operated at a 
reasonable cost, 
during my stay in Moose Jaw, cost about $45,000, and 
had a capacity of 50 tons per 24 hours. It was operated 
without the use of any coal and developed enough steam 
for 50—75 b.p.

The most essential problem in connection with gar
bage is, however, to educate the public to co-operate with 
the authorities by reducing the garbage to a minimum, 
instead of having an abundance of barrels and boxes in 
the back yard filled to overflowing. There is 
why the average household could not dispose of most of 
the garbage in the ordinary stove and furnace ; the ashes 

"and should be kept separately and used for filling 
purposes ; tin cans, when emptied, should be rinsed with 
water and then put on the bonfire, where it is permitted 
to have bonfires.

My attention has lately been called to a water-heating 
garbage burner, which is manufactured in Kewanee, 111., 
and can be installed in ordinary private houses for from 

It is claimed for this apparatus that it

The incinerator, which was erected

no reason

can

$150 to $250. .
will destroy all house garbage and develop sufficient heat 
to provide hot water for domestic purposes. The muni
cipal engineer should investigate such matters, and advo
cate their introduction in hotels, boarding houses, large 
private and public institutions, hospitals and asylums.

In smaller cities, which have not reached the stage 
afford incinerators, the nuisance groundwhere they can 

flourishes, and is generally very badly managed or not 
managed at all, but simply left as a perfect Gehenna. 
There is no necessity for such a state of affairs, as a 
nuisance ground, under proper management, can be made 
a smaller pestilence than at present by the display and 

of common sense.use
Fires should be maintained ; a system of ditches

not be de-should be dug, into which garbage that can 
stroyed in the fires can be dumped and afterwards cover
ed with the excavated earth. On the average nuisance 
ground we can generally find enough combustible 
t'errai, in shape of paper, rags and boxes, to maintain 
fires which will burn most of the garbage, or at least dis
infect it, and in charge of the place

have been given that job because they are

ma-

old fellows 
old rate-

are some
who
payers-

City Beautification.—But let us turn away from all 
this and consider the more pleasant tasks of the engineer, 
through which he promotes the comfort of his fellow- 
ritizens and beautifies the city. These comprise matters 
cuch as building sidewalks, curbs, pavements, boulevards, 
frks and tree-planting. It is of comparatively small 

Fmnortance whether the sidewalks are laid at the property 
2 or at the curb. „ far aa the public health ,s con- 
erned; the main thing is to get a network of sidewalks
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is often that hethe new world, whose idea of liberty 
should have the right to disregard the rights of th^° 
munity for his own personal advantage, but true h e 
exists when law and order is most respected.

built so that the citizens can come back and forth from 
their homes without walking in ankle-deep mud, which 
is then dragged into the house. Dirt in every shape and 
form is a menace to health.

The boulevards should be made as wide as possible
and trees have a DEPARTURES IN TELEPHONE.and trees planted thereon, as grass 

beneficial effect upon the health of the inhabitants. A 
paved street is easily cleaned, as it can be swept with 
brooms and flushed with water, so that the dust and 
dirt can be removed into storm sewers or by street clean-

NEW
An article in the New York Tele-phone Review, entitled 

“From a Limousine to the Depths of a Coal Mine,” descl?aU.
of special telephone equipment—e.g., a cn

special portable 
The chau-

two types
phone, or telephone for automobiles, and a 
telephone equipment used in mine rescue work, 
phone, which consists of a hand transmitter for the passe s 
connected to a loud speaking receiver at the chauffeur s 
obviates the difficulties of speaking-tubes for automobile 
The mine rescue equipment has a special type of trans 
known as the “throat transmitter,” since a man weafin=rdi.

helmet which covers his month cannot use the 
nary type of telephone transmitter. The throat trarisnn ^ 
is light and compact, and is provided with a soft rubber ^ 
which adapts itself to the curves of the throat. The ^ 
phone equipment used by the men outside the mine ^ 
the directing end consists of a chest-type transmitter ^ 
head-band receiver. The two are connected by a smaU " 
cable, in 500-foot coils, carried in a leather case and fas 
to the helmet man’s belt, which pays out as he advance •

ing wagons.
No city can have too many parks and open spaces, 

as long as these can be provided for, while the land is 
cheap. The town engineer has to examine all plans of 
subdivisions, and he can often induce the owner of sub
divisions to set aside a parcel of land for public parks 
and also get them to make some of the streets wider 
than the usual 66 feet. Provisions like these may seem 
unnecessary at the time, when the subdivision plans 
submitted, but they prove themselves of great value to 
the public health when these districts become settled.

The roadways in residential sections of cities should 
be made as narrow as possible, just sufficient for the 
light traffic, as they produce dust and dirt, which is blown 
into the houses, whereas boulevards with grass are al
ways clean, healthy and beautiful, when well kept.

As long as the town is small, the transportation 
problem does, of course, not signify, as the distances 
between residential and business sections are short, but 
when the land becomes very valuable, due to the progress 
of the city, and therefore the working classes must move 
away from the vicinity of their working places, then arises 
the necessity for rapid and cheap transit, and we build 
our electric street railways, which enable the man of 
moderate means to make his home in the outskirts or 
suburbs of a city, where land can still be bought or houses 
rented for a reasonable price.

The man who works in an office, shop or factory the 
whole day, needs change of air, when he is through with 
his day of labor, and the street cars, elevated and under
ground railways, as well as the steam-operated suburban 
trains, carry the working population back and forth be
tween their places of work and their healthy homes at a 
small cost. We extend the water and sewer mains, elec
tric light and telephone lines to the farthest limits of a 
city, so that there should be no excuse for overcrowding 
in tenement houses.

And when a city has reached the stage where this 
housing problem becomes an acute question, then we 
commence to talk of city planning, and we discover all 
the mistakes which have been made while the city was 
growing. And why were those mistakes made? Prin
cipally because the municipality had no power to control 
the city planning, and then, also, often because even 
though the authorities of a city had power to control the 
city planning, the engineer’s advice was not obtained, 
but private interests dictated the policy of the controlling 
bodies.

an

oxygen
are

ed

manufacturé6
CANADA AND HER PAPER 

INDUSTRY.
- ' ,

When the Senate of the United States passed the ^ 
Bill and removed the suggested countervailing duty ot # 
per ton on chemical wood pulp manufactured in Catia 
threw open the gates of the United States to the woo 
industry of Canada. The United States requires abou t*’ll5;

daily, New York alone using 600 to 800
Her wa 

of the
tons of paper
and her wood pulp forests are fast disappearing, 
powers not only are decreasing, due to the bareness

valuable for other commercial Purp

natf

ose5
hills, but are more
than for driving paper mills, that are very 
supply of material and in limitation of power 
Canadian establishments. For Canada is extremely 0 
in the possession of those three requisites underbuy ^er, 
manufacture of paper—i.e., cheap and abundant water 
cheap and contiguous wood supply, and ready transpor ^ 
And the United States has found that its manufacture s^jJ( 
no longer compete successfully in this business. '^nCeinan11' 
when not more than 440 tons of paper per day were 
tured, there has been an increase in capacity of ifiS

date the total capacity of Can of 
the total product^

to comP

ton5

per day ; so that up to 
mills is i,49S tons daily. At present 
United States mills is about 4,000 tons per day ; but

of production in 1912 in the United States was --7 jp
Canada ’

bich b- 
capaClt'

the i°"
ton5235crease

per day as compared with 430 tons per day in 
1913 up to date, no tons in contrast to 225 tons, w 
January 1, 1914, will have been increased further by a ^ 
of 390 tons per day. Thus, whereas in 1909 and Id^at 
capacity of Canadian mills was but 12 per cent, o ^ sUtr 
United States mills, in 1914 the Canadian industry ^ f0r 
stantiallv 40 per cent, of the American industry. ve ie~
the interests of the republic, it was not a time t0 pS
strictions placed upon Canadian wood pulp ", and as jpg 
Canada is concerned, the new tariff has meant the o 
up of new towns in her backwood forests, and 1 pre'

Canada has taken

the

K
This branch of engineering, the city planning, should 

be taken up more thoroughly by municipal engineers, be- 
generally the town engineer has to pass all subcause

division plans, and if he does not take a look into the 
future before passing a plan, it is pretty certain that no
body else will ; and thus occur many blunders which it 
afterwards costs enormous sums to rectify.

development of her lumber industry.
cedence, because, in the words of Senator Weeks, to. 
United States Congress, “Canada is in a better sltliajn th*5 
make the products which are absolutely necessary 
paper age of the twentieth century.”

of

The proper way is to let the city engineer lay out a 
city plan and then make property owners conform to this 
plan. That may appear autocratic to the free citizen of



Edmonton, Alta.—Premier Sifton made the statement in 
the Provincial House on October 22nd that the Govern- 
tQent will expend 
^tensions.

about $2,000,000 in telephonenext year

Ottawa, Ont__ A West End Ratepayers’ Association has
,een formed with the prime purpose of securing drainage 
°r the district west of Rosemount Avenue, a matter w ic 
as been delayed for some time, much to the disadvantage 

°f this section.
Vancouver, B.C.—The city solicitor has been instructed 

,,y Maypr Baxter to bring before the Railway Commissioners 
le matter of commencement on the C.P.R- tunnel from its

obviate the great m-est end reserve to the waterfront to 
°nvenience to traffic.

Sutherland, Sask.—The program of civic works for 
some time ago the ratepayers approved by- aws 
ng to $200,000, will be commenced in its entirely 

ne*t season. However, grading operations on

which 
amount! 
early

0r<,ughfares is now in progrress.
the cityVancouver, B.C.—The C.P.R. has presented to 

°ard of works plans in connection with the proposal to a 
dicT-^6 railway reserve, which has become a ware °
- rict- But action upon these has been deferred unti
CornPrehensive plans

np Cot«uitlam, B.C.—A syndicate of Fort William, Min- 
a,dpoIls. and Winn eg capitalists has selected Coqut ‘ r 
j 5 S'rain elevator te. The head of the " mate 
Qr . 1 Henderson, of Fort William, form„.

ln Growers’ Association elevators of that city.

produced by the railway.are

head of the

the Lethbridge
.< civ E»rs

the 6y f°r tlle month of September. The report s » 
tjjj <Tlty waterworks system sprang a total of 45 ea ’ .

18 a great increase upon the leakage of previous m
feat,Hamilt0n’ 0nt__To endeavor to eliminate neg|eqte^

rr,an r®s in connection with civic works in Hami ton, 
htissi >6rs t® advocating the appointment of a wor g
cost °ner’ who will closely inspect all works an cor.‘ gb
a jp System in connection therewith, and who* W1 , j 
- ePOrt weekly, or more frequently, to the city’s board
c°htrol

Elmira, Ont.—On October 29th the Hydro-Electric power 
turned on in the skating rink at Elmira by Reeve I.was

Hilborn, and in the evening the current for the street lights 
turned on by the Hon. Adam Beck. Delegates were

band was
was
present from all neighboring municipalities, and a 
in attendance to give the event an enthusiastic celebration. 
Many formal proceedings presided over by Reeve Hilborn, 
notably a “Made-in-Elmira” exhibition, were conducted by 
the municipal officials, and were lauded by the congratu- 

speeches delivered by the guests of the day. A 250 
has been thus inaugurated in this en-

latory
horse-power
terprising village of a population of

Peterboro', Ont__At Peterboro’, a street lighting system
connection with the Hydro-Electric system has almost 

en completed. Iron poles and brackets are now in position 
support the magnetic arc lamps, which will be assembled 
the course of a few days. There is, however, difficulty

current
200.

Wat ssmner of Victoria the question of securing a. 
the vv ?UPPly for Vancouver. His desire is to °^tam t 
full i a,ter rights and forestry departments of the Gove ^ 
tiona, f°rmat>°n in regard to the question of supplying 

Wa'er facilities from Seymour Creek.
bitt,M,0ntreal, Que—The firm of investment bankers 
chaSe<J °™ps°n & Company, of Montreal, have recen ^ 
'billion t600-000 of the limited preferred stock of 
biveg" P°wer and Transmission Company, Limited.

is a recognition of the important position
'he Sl„C°rapany has taken and maintains m Hamilto

, Nes-

ounding territory. 
street U*h Vancouver B.C—A deputation from the: M^ 
Munioi^Provement Association has asked the Richmond 
hbign ?oal Council to assist the association m its ^ 
f°r the n 0btain the Main Street bridge across Fa .

Znh arm of the Fraser River. The proposal » ^ 

,IS bridge from False Creek when it as 
Whea a sea wall 300 feet west of the bridge has

'«hioVe
> and

°bipieted

Victoria, B.C.—In connection with the construction and 
plans of the C.N.P. Railway’s bridge across Selkirk water, 
Alderman Gleason has objected to the proposed pile struc
ture across the beautiful waters of the Arm, and considers 
that at least a steel bridge should be erected. The council 
finally adopted a motion made by the alderman to leave the 
matter with the engineer and solicitor to bring the subject 
to the attention of the Canadian Northern representatives.

Toronto, Ont.—The new Danforth Avenue civic car line 
in Toronto has been duly opened with a formal ceremony and 
with evening illuminations, music, and processions in car
nival dress. Those taking part in the official ceremony were 
Miss Hocken, daughter of the Mayor, the Mayor, and several 
of the city’s aldermen and controllers. A dinner was served 
later in Playter’s Hall; and a meeting was held in Riverdale 
rink, at which speeches were given by Hon. Dr. R. A. Pyne, 
Hon. A. E. Kemp, and Geo. S. Henry, M.P.P.

Vancouver, B.C.—The board of works for Vancouver has 
approved the plans of the southern approach to the Second 
Narrows bridge, and these have been placed before the Rail
way Commissioners at their sitting here on October 27th. 
The site of the approach was moved some sixtyefeet east, 
but the general location of the railway line was approved, 
subject to the bridge company’s consent to construct re
taining walls, and the necessary subways and bridges. The 
city engineer was authorized by the board to sign the plans 
upon these conditions.

Port Arthur, Ont.—The most modern elevator in the 
entire world, the new government elevator at Port Arthur, 
is now receiving the finishing touches to its construction. 
The contractors, the Barnett & McQueen Company, are still 
in charge of the contract, not having handed the elevator 
over to be operated under the government’s control, nor will 
it be turned over until completed in every detail, which will 
perhaps not be for two or three weeks more. Although grain 
is being unloaded for storage, the full capacity of the big 
plant will not be called upon until such time as all the last 
bits of machinery are installed.

Fort William, Ont.—It is reported that the big Stanley 
Avenue" sewer is nearing completion, and under favorable 
conditions will be finished this year. The open trench work 
running from the Kaministiquia River to a point 700 feet 
east of the Canadian Car and Foundry Company’s plant was 
to be completed in October ; after which, 300 feet of pipe 
will be laid under the car works, through which a tunnel will 

. be run if possible. The trench has been built through a 
heavy loam and blue clay, and the workmen have experienced 
great trouble with water oozing into the cut when it had been 
dug to a certain depth. The entire length of the trench had 
to be shored up with long planks to- keep the sides from 
caving in.
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mams will feed the extension across the new bridge. J 
level of Spruce Lake is only a few feet above the leV 
Lancaster, and the water supply in this section is h 
adequate, and in view of the rapidity of the growth of ^ 
section will become increasingly inadequate. The lev 
Loch Lomond is sufficiently higher than Lancaster 
an efficient water service there. There will also be 
vantage of two sources of supply.

arising in connection with the securing of a supply of elec
trical energy with which to operate the lamps. The present 
existing contract for the supply of power to the city by the 
Peterboro’ Light and Power Company expires at the close 
of the present year. In the meantime the Power Committee 
of the City Council anticipate the successful issue of the 
expropriation proceedings which have been instituted with 
a view of obtaining civic control of a stated portion of the 
company’s system in accordance with a special Act enacted 
by the Ontario Legislature.

Montreal, Que.—President W. G. Ross, of the Harbor 
with Lieutenant-Colonel Labelle

to give 
the aC*'

PERSONAL.
Commissioners, in company 
and M. P. Fennell, assistant secretary, have made recently 
an inspection of the grain-handling facilities at Buffalo. As 

Mr. Ross is advocating strongly that further ter- 
grain-handling facilities at Montreal, and the 

improvement of this city’s canal system must be undertaken 
as a national duty, and the national prestige of . handling 
Canadian business through Canadian seaports, instead of 
allowing Canada’s trade to be taken care of by United States 
ports must be preserved. To keep pace with the demands 
of the development of the Canadian West, and of the increase 
in trade which will be brought with the completion of the 
Erie Canal, Buffalo is contemplating the erection at once of 
several new elevators. For like reasons, improvements are 

constructed in connection with the trading port of

DR. FRANK D. ADAMS, Dean of the Faculty of AP 
plied Science, McGill University, Montreal, has been ele 
an honorary member of the American Institute of 
Engineers as one of the 20 honorary members of that orgaa result, 

minais and
ni-

zation.
A. C. D. BLANCHARD, B.Sc., M.Can.Soc., C.E., ^ 

merlÿ city engineer of Lethbridge, Alta., has accepte 
appointment to the engineering staff of the Greater $
peg Water District. Mr. Blanchard assumed his new d 

a few days ago. 0f
T. C. KEEFER, C.M.G., of Ottawa, a past presiden 

the .Canadian Society of Civil Engineers, and of the t^0g 
Society of Civil Engineers, and a member of the Insti ^ ^ 
of Civil Engineers of Great Britain, was recently eleCt®ricaB 
the unanimous vote, an honorary member of the Aroeciety, 
Society of Civil Engineers. When president of that so ^
Mr. Keefer experienced the distinction of being the rS

United State 
boVe

being 
that city.

Victoria, B.C__Since the first of the month exceptional
has been made on the Sooke Lake waterworksprogress

scheme, especially on the construction of the dam at Hump
back Reservoir and of the dam and head works at the lower 
end of Sooke Lake. And Engineer Rust expects, that with 
favorable weather conditions the concreting of both localities 
will soon be completed. At Sooke Lake, the arrival of the 
four large metal gates which are to be placed in the gate
house in such a manner as to permit of the entry of lake 

various levels, is expected daily, and the installation 
of these will be carried out immediately. Moreover, a start 
has been made in laying the temporary railway line along 
the right-of-way from the lake works to the point on the flow 
line grade above Cooper’s Cove, Sooke Harbor! whence the 
concrete pipe lengths for the flow line will be carried to the 
pipe line grade by inclined railway and thence distributed 
by railway along the grade. At Humpback, early in No
vember, the work will be almost completed as far as the city 
intends to carry it by day labor, and will be ready for the 
call of tenders for concrete flow line and steel pressure

hold the office, who was not a citizen of the 
and the society has further extended this honor in the a ^ 
way. Mr. Keefer is well known among engineers. ertaDt 
been connected in the past with many of the most imp0 ^ 
engineering problems of Canada, being as a student t ^ 
ner of Lord Elgin’s prize on “The Railways of Canada, ^ 
being one of the first to advocate the construction 0 
Transcontinental Railway 50 years ago. Mr. Keefer, 
number of years, held a professorship in engineering

forwater at

Gill University.

OBITUARY.
'nGEORGE CROFT, contractor, who was putting 1 at 

concrete work in connection with the harbor develop® 
Cobourg, Ont., met death on October 29th, by acC1 o.

Croft of tbedrowning. Mr. Croft was a brother of C. E. 
and O. Line, and of Harry Croft, superintendent of %

overt-pipe line.

St. John, N.B__The water distributing system of St.
John has undergone a splendid improvement during the past 
year. The renewals in the water mains covering a very wide 
area of the city are a necessary supplement to the increased 
supply and pressure obtained through the new supplying 
main which was laid to Loch Lomond a few years ago. The 
great
supplying mains was in some sections of the city unavailable 
owing to the deplorable condition of the distributing mains. 
These mains have been renewed in the city this past year 
to the extent of 11,410 feet of 8-inch iron mains, taking the 
place of mains which ranged in size from 1 inch up to 4 
inches. The mains which have been replaced were practically 
all blocked up to a considerable extent by the corrosion of 
the pipes. The expenditure on the renewals amounted to 
$30,000. The department has prepared for a comprehensive 
scheme of supplying Lancaster and the West side by means 
of a 20-inch main, which will be laid across the new bridge 
at the falls. About 2,000 feet of new 12-inch water main has 
been laid from the Riverview Park out to the bridge. This 
main will be connected with the Strait Shore main, and both

ment work at Cobourg.

COMING MEETINGS.
ASSOCIATION 

Convention will be held at St. Louis, Mo., November \^Dg, 
15th. Secretary, J. A. Rountree, L021 Brown-Marx u 
Birmingham, Ala.

UNITED STATES GOOD ROADSincrease in supply and pressure available through the

NATIONAL MUNICIPAL LEAGUE.—Annual ®c g. 
will be held in Toronto, November 12-15. Secretary, ^ 
Woodruff, 705 North American Building, Philadelph13’

BUILDERS’ ASSOCIATION 

Tenth Annual Convention to be held in First ® ,2th 
Aimory Building, Philadelphia, Pa., December 9l jj.Y- 
Secretary, E. L. Powers, 150 Nassau Street, New *° ’ gjf- 

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MECHANICA yorlt, 
GINEERS.—The annual meeting will be held in Ne 
December 2nd to 5th, 1913.

AMERICAN ROAD

^ »
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summaries of orders passed by the Board of Railway Commissioners, to date.

Copies of these orders may beEach wee, on ~ re^eand  ̂ fM.

secured from

I 20660—October 24—Dismissing application of Clifton 
Sand, Gravel and Construction Co., Limited, for an Order 
reducing, adjusting and fixing rates on sand, gravel and con
crete material between Stamford, Ont., and surrounding 
points in Ontario, including Niagara Falls, Chippewa, Wel
land, Port Colborne, Thorold, Merritton, St. Catharines, 
Hamilton and Toronto and intermediate points.

20661—October 24—Authorizing town of Sarnia, Ont., to 
construct, at its own expense, highway across right of way 
and tracks of Pere Marquette Ry. at south limit of said town. 
2. R.R. Co., at its own expense, raise its tracks so as to be 
level with highway, and keep cars 75 feet back from edge of 
crossing on each side. 3. R.R. Co. install improved auto
matic electric bell at said crossing, and thereafter maintain 
bell at its own expense. Town to reimburse R.R. Co. cost 
of installing said bell.

20662—October 24—Authorizing C.P.R. to construct road 
diversion in N.W. M Sec. 8-11-9, W. 4 M., Alta. ; and to con
struct tracks of its main line, Alta. Div., Lethbridge Sub
division, across said diversion.

Co.—October 22—Authorizing Twp. Saltfoot 
ntworth, Ont., to construct and maintain highway 

Tn V°c,hrane Road’ across T.H.&B. Ry. in Lot 34, Con. 4, 
DlirJaltfleet< Ontario, at its own expense. 2. Refusing ap- 
ar l0n to construct highway known as ‘Rosseay Roa 
Cross said Railway.

to —October 23—Authorizing C.L.O.&W. Ry. (C.P.R.)
roari ,,Certain lands for purpose of carrying out diversion of 
and Al0Wan« in Lot 34, Con. 8, Tp. Camden, Co. Lennox 
rifi-ht d,m8'ton, and removing ground on north side of Ç • 
said r °Lway, in order to provide a non-obstructive view r 
Quint03,1? allowance towards west as far as crossing of Bay 
said ® Ry: by C.L.O.&W. Ry. for a distance ofi°5 feet from 
i86qc r°ssing, in accordance with provisions of Order 

■ dated February 13th, 1913.
Sradt0^0 9ct°ber 23—Authorizing C.P.R. to change Pr®s®°* 
Con cr°ssing in road allowance between Lots 24 an , 
ditlL3,’ Tp. Scarborogh, Co. York, Ont.; and construct ad- 
Co *rack across said road allowance, at mileage 7-9

■ s main line.

known
as

20663—October 24—Amending Order No. 18110, dated 
November 23rd, 1912, by substituting name, “Robert W. 
King,” for name, “King Construction Co.,” wherever it oc- 

in said Order. 2. That words, “of the location of the 
said branch line, or spurs therefrom,” following word “reas
on,” where it appears in operative paragraph of said Order,, 
be stricken out and following words substituted, “of the 
construction of the said branch line, or spurs therefrom, in
cluding damages, if any, occuring by reason of location of 
said branch line north of centre line of the said Sudbury 
Street.” 3. That, with consent of all parties, Herbert E. 
Denton, Esquire, Junior Judge of the Co. York, be appointed 
Referee to ascertain and fix amount of compensation which 
Robert W. King, Wm. Bretzner, Mary Lyons, John Mc
Lean and John O'Neill are severally entitled to receive under 

of said Order No. 18110. 4. That costs of and inci-

ail
sion. n’ at mileage 90.4 on its main line, Toronto S

curs

lon^ October 23—Approving location C.P.R.
63.8^’ Lot 23, Con. 2, Tp. Tyendinaga, Ont at mileage 
traffic r, m, . Olen Tay; provided whenever it so dev 
°ne t; n highway is blocked for more than 5 mmu e 
be by reason of location hereby approved, Board sh

'berty to relocate said station.
?rade°6r5.3'~9ctober 23—Authorizing C.P.R. to change pr®s®° 
Con. . roism? on road allowance between Lots 34 ^
double Scarborough ; and construct addition
?*loWa rack) by means of a grade crossing, across s t
SubSsionat mUeage 9I-2’ °n Con-’S mam lme’

terms
dental to said Reference, including those of said Referee shall 
be in discretion of said Referee. 5. That G.T.R. pay such, 
if any, sum or sums as said Referee may order to be paid 
to said claimants, or any of them.constructacms, Tt'0ctober 23—Authorizing C.N.O.R. to 

btrd Street, town of North Bay, Ontario.

^rechhw October 22—
Resent , an Order directing C.P.R. to move 1 
October °catl°n (approved by Order No. 15105 

2°th, 1912,) to a point nearer said village.

20664—October 21—Directing that cost of installing new 
diamond, back-up derails, and derails necessitated by con
struction of double track at crossing by C.P.R. of G.T.R. 
in W. JA> Lot 14, Con. 2, Tp. Trafalgar, Co. Halton, Ont., 
at mileage 32.56 from Toronto, be paid by C.P.R. That cost 
of maintaining additional protection at said crossing be paid 
one'half by C.P.R., and one-half by G.T.R.

20665—October 27—Amending Order No. 180, dated July 
6th, 1904, to provide further protection at crossing of Dun- 
das’ Street, by G.T.R. and London Street Ry., city of London, 
Ont.

of village of 
its station from

dated
Refusing application

itsl.^tober 22-Authorizing C.N.O.R. to construct, 
Con I expense> across Eglinton Avenue, between

4’ and Lot 5, Con. 3, Tp York, Co. York, Ontario.

?c that57n October 24—Authorizing C.N.R. to °Pe?/°a j;s. 
îance of P?rt,°n of its line from Macrone to TlfbR® JÎ’ Mac-
inrLe Sd T- (ui and from the junction between Ma^
3 Lrov qT'fbfield to Elrose, a distance of fi y- limited to 
sPeed ’ trains operated over said line b

* exceeding eighteen (18) miles an hou
S!4’0£r0-C!0ber 24—Extending, until Dece™b®^e work
v ballash- Wltbin which Quebec Oriental Ry. c P je> a*’"* its railway from Metaped a to New Car is.e, 
?.e'vinE. Papiste lift 0f six (6) inches of ballast; and ot

fences, gates wooden culverts, and all decayed por
2 trestles.

CoI'e°64tr0ctob®r 23—Rescinding Order No 

T'nnnt*es R, ,pi3- 2. Approving Montreal Maximum
bet s- C.R p Oo.’s Standard Passenger an 1 apply
Ta>n qP; No. 4, on basis of 2j4 cents a mik to PPjd 

Whb" S Stations south Of St. Lawrence River ,
° CorJ5\a copy of this Order, be pubhshed n ^l 

eCutive weekly issues of “The Canada Gazette.

20666—October 25—Authorizing C.P.R. to open for traffic 
portion of double track from Pilot Butte, mileage 84.7 to 
Regina, mileage 92.0, Moose Jaw Subdivision, Prov. Sask.

20667—October 25—Authorizing C.P.R. to operate bridge 
No. 46.9 on Megantic Subdivision, Eastern Div.

20668-—October 24—Recommending to the Governor in 
Council for sanction agreement entered into in duplicate, 
Tune 2nd, 1913, between C.P.R. and Kettle Valley Ry., pro
viding for interchange of traffic between said two companies.

20669—October 24—Authorizing C.P.R. to construct sid- 
• for F. T. Proctor, Toronto, Ont., from point on S.W. 
rmit of its main line, in Lot 10, 4th Con. West, Tp. Cale
donia, Co. Peel, Ont., at mileage 24.5, Orangeville, Sub-

I

division.
20()jo—October 23—Authorizing C.P.R. to construct, by 

of grade crossing, its Ballast Pit spur across road al-means

k.

A
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TRADE ENQUIRIES.lowance between Indian Reserve and Tp. Thessalon, Dist. 
Algoma, Ont., mileage 3.08 of said spur, subject to certain 
conditions.

20671—October 24—Approving location C.L.O. and W. 
Ry. (C.P.R.) station at Bowmanville, in Subdivision, Lots 2 
and 3, and Lot 13, Con. 1, Tp. Darlington, Co. Durham, 
Ont., lying west of Scugog Street, town of Bowmanville.

20672—October 25—Directing that New Ontario Farm 
and Townsites, Limited, and Lieutenant-Colonel Geo. A. 
Shaw, be declared parties interested and Respondents here
in, together with Whitford Vanduson, the registered owner 
of’land above mentioned. And authorizing C.N.O.R. to take, 
for purposes of efficient construction and operation of its 
railway, and in order to carry out works approved by Gov
ernor in Council on April 27th, 1910, portion Lot 13, Con. 1, 
Tp. Nepigon, Ont., paying compensation to parties entitled 
thereto in accordance with provisions of Railway Act.

The following inquiries relating to Canadian trade ha 
been received 1105.—A Maritzburg firm of hardware » 
chants wishes samples and quotations of fencing wire.
—A Natal firm desires quotations and samples of üana {s
bolts and nuts. 1116,—A Natal firm of hardware mere a ^
can handle a quantity of splitwood pulleys, small siz » 
to 18, and a few 24. 1163.—A South African firm w
catalogues and quotations on Canadian-made shovels.
—Quotations are requested by a South African firm 0 g 
mission agents on Canadian lumber. 1175 A Jo ann 
firm of lumber dealers requests quotations on best u . 
pine in the rough. Width, 12 inches and wider. 1 7 oD 
Johannesburg firm of lumber dealers desires quota 1 ^es 
best quality poplar lumber in the rough. Width » &e.
and wider. 1177.—A Transvaal firm of lumber dealer ^ 
sires quotations on No. 2 quality pine shelving. jea’lers 
inches only. 1178.—A Johannesburg firm of lumber ^ 
request quotations on spruce shelving. Width, 12 1 ]uin-
1179.—Quotations requested by a Johannesburg rm 
ber dealers on deals and timber of various sizes an r5 
rough. 1181.—A Johannesburg firm of machiner
will take up a Canadian agency for above. 1182.-^ aI) 
vaal firm of machinery importers is willing to taK fir® 
agency tor Canadian esbestos. 1204. A Jo aune vmds 0 
of importers desires catalogues and prices of all •ces 
Canadian-made mining tools. 1205.—Catalogues a dg 0f 
are requested by a Transvaal importing house on all 
mining material. 1206.— A Johannesburg firm ot ^ 
material importers wishes catalogues and Pnce® ted W 
dian manufactured mining machinery 1289. x made 
a Bloemfontein firm, an agency foi Canach V*
motor delivery waggons and vans. ,30I-~TAix n1es if P°s' 
State firm of importers requests prices and samples, ^ 
sible of Canadian-made leather belting. 'S”-" and
African firm of hardware importers desires catalog ^ 
prices of Canadian-made brickmakmg machinery. deS,re9 
An Orange Free State firm of hardware merchants^ - 
catalogues and prices on cranes and elevators ot &et 
manufacture. 1309—A South African firm o »^£ jrn 
chants desires catalogues and prices on Canadian ot
gation machinery. 1310.—An Orange Free State
hardware importers would like to communicate with V Cata-
manufacturers and exporters of milling ’ firm °\
logues and prices requested. 1311-—A South African ^g 
general merchants requires catalogues and Prices AfriÇa® 
machinery of Canadian manufacture. I312- A Sont.» adia» 
firm of general importers wishes to correspond with Cataj 
manufacturers and exporters of rmning machinery. firI„_ol 
logues and prices required. 1313-A Eloemfontem ^^000 
hardware dealers would like to be placed in com . dlïiill5' 
with Canadian manufacturers and exporters ot firpi 
Catalogues and prices requested. 1336—A CapeX?.,tion 
commission agents wishes to be placed in commu 1374- ,
Canadian manufacturers and exporters of forges. ^ 0 
Samples and prices are requested on bolts a”aTransv»a‘ 
Canadian manufacture by a Natal firm. 1481. A '^iniO» 
firm of importers asks for catalogues and prices on fifjp 
tools of Canadian manufacture. 1482.—A South Air oadion 
of importers requests prices and catalogues on 
made shovels. foe

The names of the firms making these inquiries the 
obtained upon application to:—“The Inquiries T‘ Secr^ 
Department of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa, or -toi 0 
tary of the Canadian Manufacturers’ Association, i0 rroXo^0' 
the Secretary of the Board of Trade at London,ic0uve’ 
Brandon, Halifax, Montreal, St. John, Sherbrooke, v . a 
Victoria, Winnipeg, Calgary, and Chambre de Com 
District du Montreal.” £9r

The following was among the inquiries re^tX^rnissi°I1L 
adian trade received at the office of the High *
for Canada, 17 Victoria Street, London, S-W. An e.fl t 
Yorkshire, who has, for many years’ past specia ^ c°rJ 
manufacture of brickmaking machinery, would d,gpP5^ 
spend with manufacturers in Canada who might ^ch'11 
to enter into negotiations for the manufacture 0 
from his patterns and drawings.
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20673—October 24—Approving revised location C.N.O.R. 
through Tp. York, and part city of Toronto, Çnt., mileage 
2.23 to 6.16 from Yonge Street, subject to certain conditions. 
And refusing Co.’s application for level crossing of C.P.R. 
main line.

20674—October 27—Authorizing C.N.R. to open for tra
ffic its line from Alsask to Hanna, distance of 93 miles ; and 
from Hanna to Munson, a distance of 40 miles.

20675—October 25—Authorizing C.N.R. to
Leitchfield Avenue, Athabasca, Alta., subject to terms

construct
across 
of consent.

residents of La20676—October 23—Refusing application 
Conception, Que., for Order directing C.P.R. to employ an 
agent at La Conception. 2. C.P.R. provide telephone con
nection at La Conception Station with agent at Mont Trem- 
lant, also with station at Labelle : That Conductors on Ry. 
Co.’s trains sell tickets to patrons boarding trains at said 
flag station or stations, on same basis and advantages as 
authorized at organized stations.

20677—October 24—Directing that C.N.O.R. forthwith 
construct livestock pass under its railway on farm of W. R. 
Kirk, Foresters Falls, Ont., on or beside his farm lane; pass 
to be 7 feet wide by 7 feet high, properly drained and paved. 
Co. also construct, at such points as Applicant may desire, 
grade crossing convenient and proper for farm purposes. 
Co. shall not block said grade crossing longer than five 
minutes at any one time when crossing is desired to be used.

20678—October 27—Rescinding Order No. 19468, June 
4th, 1913; and Lake Erie and Northern Ry. is declared to 
have seniority as to trains over Brantford Street Ry., at point 
of crossing.

20679—October 23—Granting leave to Ottawa Electric 
Co. to erect poles and wires across C.P.R. on River Road, 
south of Hurdman’s Bridge, Ottawa, Ont.

di»D

20680—October 23—Granting leave to Ottawa Electric 
Co. to erect poles and wires across C.P.R. on private road 
leading from River Road south, to Convent of Grey Nuns, 
near Hurdman’s Bridge, Ottawa, Ont.

20681—October 27—Directing that, pending extension 
and operation of C.N.R. to Estevan, C.P.R. publish and file 
through freight tariff of class rates from Estevan, via Mi 
dale, to those points on C.N.R. to which through class rates, 
via Midale, are published and filed by C.P.R. from Wey- 
burn, Sask., said through rates from Estevan not to exceed 
sums of published and filed local rates of C.P.R. to Midale 
and of C.N.R. from Midale to Weyburn destinations : Pro
vided so long as Midale Transfer continues a non-agency, 
C P.R be permitted to consolidate less-than-carload ship
ments by holding them at Estevan until they approximate a 
carload of 20,000 lbs. in weight for transfer to C.N.R., with- 

breaking bulk. Said tariff to be made effective not later 
than November 20th, 1913-

20682—October 27—Approving and authorizing clearan
ces as shown on plan of door openings at factory of Canada 
Wire and Cable Company, Limited, Leaside, Ont.

ere®

out

20683—October 27—Approving plan showing method of 
temporarily reinforcing existing piers of New Brunswick 
Coal and Railway Co.’s Bridge No. 44 7 over Salmon River, 

Chipman, New Brunswick.near


